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The Poor Farmer.
There are many kinds of farmer»—
from the prosperous king of the soil, rejoicing in a constantly increasing competency, to the poor apology of a man
who solemnly and with a dubious shake
of the bead declares that "farming don't

p«y."
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Very few of us in these civilized and
withal charitable days are like the old
lady who could see no advantage in
being saved unless someone else was lost,
and it is extremely annoying to the
painstaking gardener to be obliged to
see his neighbor's crops go to ruin because he ia too shiftless to attend to

them properly.
I have in mind a small plot of ground,
by courtesy called a garden. Its owner
' is a farmer of middle ago, with a large
family of children who are known for
several miles around as a unit of comparison for rudeness and idleness. The
wife ia coarse and slatternly. They are
living proofs that the farm does not pay.
But of the garden—it was late-planted,
on poorly-prepared but naturally good
soil, and an abundant crop of weeds
promptly put in their appearance.
These were allowed to grow until the
plants could scarcely be seen, then this
model husbandman, instead of having
the idle children pull them out (which I
will admit would be a hard task for all
concerned), took a discouragingly dull
hoe and "hilled up" the poor little potatoes, corn, beans and cucumbers, and
in fact everything; covering the weeds
and nearly burying the frail plants, but
allowing a generous stand of weeds and
witchgrass between each hill, and a
mane of the same between the rows.
You can talk level and clean culture
to him until he is is too old to lift a hoe
and he will still think, "It don't pay for
the time you have to put in." He
doesn't believe in "newspaper farming,"
and never reads anytbiug except a small
part of the news and a cheap story
paper. If anyone could discover a way
to impart thrift and ambition to such
families, that person would find himself
the greatest hero and inventor of this or
any other age.
How can such people be reached? Not
through the press, for they never read
to improve. Not by precept or example,
for they "never have no luck." Not by
assistance, for that simply makes them
lazier. They have little pride, and that
not of the right sort, so there ie no appeal that appears to aSect them.
There are too many such cases; not
only among agriculturists, but in the
towns and cities as well.
They are a
heavy burden to the taxpayer, as it is
from such families that our criminals
nearly all come; for although there may
be no intention of wrong-doing for a
long time, yet the old proverbs about
idle heads and hands often prove true.
I wish the wise beads among ua would
make a thorough search for the remedy
of these evila. If it should prove that a
parasite causes the trouble, we could all
afford to donate liberally toward the
expense of any course of treatment that
would alleviate the sufferers; but if laziness is nota disease, then the law should!
enforce the traditional ordera of Captain
John Smith, that those who will not
work shall not eat. These may seem
very severe measures, but would not
even these be better than the lack-hearted methods that fill our jails and poorhouses at the expeuee of the thrifty and

hardworking?

It waa not my intention to preach—I
have no license—but I think that my
readers have seen and been annoyed by
the same evil; and would it not be a
worthy (or unworthy) subject for study
at Grange meeting—"Resolved, That the
ever-present poor may be benefited and
uplifted"?—L. E. Plant in Maine Farm-

er.
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Farm Improvements.
The American farmer ban been bo busy
Matched 1'lne Sheathing for Sale.
up to the present time clearing land,
building roads and making a living that
E. W.
he has had very little time (or substanMaine. tial farm improvements.
....
weat Sumner.
The time has now come for better
farm buildings, better fences, and better
c,
general equipment, including modern
luxuries and conveniences about the
15 years expert Watch- farm dwelling and other buildings. In
maker with
times past almost any kind of a barn
Kennard it Co., Boston. would do, )uHt so it had a roof and side
walls. Little thought was takeu of its
durability, and nothing of its beauty.
Thf» old-time farm, for these reasons,
All Work
looked "shabby," and it was shabby.
Ouaranteed.
Ever> where weedy and brushy feace
rambling
rows, tumble-down fences,
A little out of the way shacks for barns and sheds, aad pig pens
and poultry runs in the front yard, with
but it pays to walk.
perhaps a high wood pile directly in
OEMS. WATCHES. CLOCK. S front of the dwelling door was the rule.
Farmers have come to realize that life
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in the country cao easily be made riob
and pleasant with a little thought and
expenditure in the line of more substantial improvements including architectural harmony and beauty.
The country is a good place to live, as
well as a good place to make a living,
providing the farm is improved and
made sanitary, convenient and beautiful.
Under other conditions farm life becomes
repulsive and monotonous.
It is refreshing to note the better class
of barns being constructed of late years
and especially during the last year or
The present-day farm barn is contwo.
structed, tiret with tbe view of solidity
and durability, and seoond for convenience and beauty of design^ Some of the
modern barns are almost as good as a
dwelling bouse. In them in winter men
can work with comfort in their shirt
sleeve·, and the animals housed are adequately sheltered from cold and damp-

Dairy

A Business
MAINE

Λ

FARMER

EARNING VALVE

Moat dairymen

WHO

Farm.
KNOWS

TH1

OF EACH COW.

are

satisfied to pal

down the value of the cow's products,
subtract from it the amount paid out
for feed and call tbe difference profit.
That crude system doesn't go at Eaton
Mountain Farm, because Mr. Patten
pays out good money and has to make
sure that each cow does her share toward getting it back. Through a complete system of accounting he has been
able to weed out the boarders until he
bas a berd of fifteen cows that not only
pay for tbeir feed but all tbe labor of
rnnnning the dairy, the fixed charges of
their department and a profit of nearly
$2 a day besides.
Everything that each cow eats is charged to her at cost, no matter whether it
was
grown on the farm or not. Tbe
item of labor covers the actual cost of
milking, grooming and feeding and
separating tbe milk. The fixed charges
include tbe risk and depreciation on the
whole herd, insurance and taxes, cost of
stabling, bull service and tbe ice. On
the income side of the ledger each cow
is credited with the value of the skim
milk she produces, tbe butter fat, tbe
calf and the manure. Tbe daily cost of
a cow runs all tbe way from 21 cents for
tbe heifer Janice up to 57 cents for the
huge 1,400-pound Holstein cow Piebe.
The daily income ranges in a similar
way from 22 to S3 cents.
Mr. Patten finds that the cost of tbe
feed alone for the cow in milk varies
from .09 to .303 cents a day. Tbe cow
showing the largest profit consumes .2S3
cent's worth. The only variation in the
cost of the labor is due to the different
amount of time that it takes to milk
each cow.
Big Piebe, giving fifteen
and one-half quarts, requires the attention of the milker for twenty-four minutes.
This, at 20 cents an hour, means
S cents. Several of the small cows require only ten minutes, and are only
charged .033 cents. The charges for
and separation are determined by
taking the total and giving each cow her

care

cost for
pro
labor a cow a day is .117 cents. In
figuring depreciation and risk Mr. Patten allows 10 per cent on the value of tbe
The taxes amount to 2
cow each year.
per cent on the value actually assessed,
and the insurance comes to 2.2 per cent
Tbe stabling
value.
the actual
on
charge is 110 a cow a year, based on the
assumption that a stable for twenty
cows costs $2,000 and the real estate improvements should earn 10 per cent
a
gross. Bull service is charged at 33.65
for
year for pure bred and $1 a year
grades, based on the purchase price,
maintenance and depreciation of the
sire. Tbe cost of ice is easily ascertained. It was $15 for the year, or $1 a
cow.—John E. Taylor, Skowhegan, Me.,
in Tribune Farmer.
rata

share.

Tbe

average

Live Stock Breeders.
A very succeesful meeting of the Maine

Association was
of Maine, Orono,
The breeders in
over 800 head of
cattle, a large majority of which were
pure bred, beside a good number of
pure bred and grade horses, hogs and
sheep. The program was carried out
practically as reported in the papers.
Election of officers resulted as follows:
Live Stock Breeders1
held at the University
on the 14th and 15th.
attendance represented

President—J. A. Ness. Auburn.
Secretary—R. W. ltd man, Orono.
Treasurer— Α. H. E1I1», Fairfield.
Vice-President for Oxford County—Benj.

Tucker, Norway.
Executive Committee—P. A. Campltell,Orono;
L. E. Mclntlre, East Water ford; H. M. Moulton,
Cumberland Center; C. R. Milieu, Went Mlnot.
Committee of Maine Federation Agricultural
AsHoclatlooH—II. U. Beyer, Jr., Portland; U. H.
Dunn, Norway.
Visiting Committee to College and Experiment
Station—W. H. Davie, Augusta.
Some of the important resolutions
passed are as follows:
Resolved: That active steps be taken
to secure the passage of the proposed
stallion license bill.
Resolved: That some means be devised
to put men who wish to purchase animals in touch with tho3e who wish to
sell.
Kesolved: That the Association consider the advisability of uniting with
some of the other state Associations for
holding annual meetings.
Resolved: That for educational purposes a vigoroue effort be made to bold
live stock judging contests at the state
and county fairs.
In order to better promote live stock
conditions committees were appointed
to represent the different breeds and
look after their interests during the

coming year.

question of community breeding
vigorously discussed. It was generally agreed In view of the fact that
community breeding plans are saccessThe

was

ful in various other communities that it
would be for the best interests of Maine
livestock to investigate conditions and
see what can be done toward finding

plan which would be feasible here
in this state, and in accordance with
this it was voted to ask the Extension
Department of the University of Maine
to oo-operate with the executive committee of the Maine Live Stock Breeders*
Associstion in making investigations
and start such plans as may seem feasible.
Twenty-two men paid the life membership fee of $1 00 and became members of
the Association. Thirty-eight per cent
of the membership of the Association
was in attendance at the meeting; while
visitors swelled the total attendance to
over 500.

some

Hungarian and Sells Hay.
Maurice Magoon, a young farmer living in Somerset County, Me., has to
quite a degree solved the dairy problem
without detriment to his stock or farm.
He commenced about three years ago
The first year be put
to plant potatoes.
Feeds

in twelve acre· and used eight hundred
pounds of fertilizer to the acre. This
fertilizer, by the way, was some that he
mixed himself from the prescribed combinations of the State University. In the
fall he got about two hundred and seventy-five bushels of potatoes to the acre.
That fall he ploughed the old potato
ground and in the spring harrowed it In
good shape. Without any further dressing than the fertilizer that had dressed
the ground for the potatoes he sowed
this old potato piece to Hungarian grass.
That fall ho cut from the twelve acres
thirty-five tons, of Hungarian hay. He
keeps this up each year, and this year he
has been able to do equally well.
This is bow be works it to the benefit
of his farm. Besides this Hungarian
that be cuts each year be also cuts between forty and fifty tons of other hay.
He has found to bis own satisfaction
that the nutritive value of Hungarian for
ness.
a cow giving milk is better than timothy
Now a great many farmers are bondhay and stands pretty well in with clover
to
ing concrete walks from tbe dwelling
hay. He feeds the Hungarian to his
maktbe barns and other outbuildings,
oows and other stock and sells his hay at
ing outside work about the buildings a good sum a ton, usually averaging
The
weather.
in
wet
more pleasant
from 914 to 915.
farmer has plodied in the mud long
By this process Mr. Magoon is able to
to walk with dry
intends
He
inough.
keep a good stock of cattle on bis farm,
and clean feet from now on. And why
the manure from them to keep up
not?
β fertility of his land, get the income
All progressive farmers know that from the dairy stock, the milk from
on the
which serves many purposes, and at the
good barns and other buildings
farm soon pay for themselves in the sav- same time make a good profit from hi·
of
ing of feed and tue better handling
hay.—John E. Taylor in Tribune Farmdomestic animals. The tide has turned er.
the
count
on
for
now
making everything
farm, and the substantial, convenient
If yon have made a success in growing
and beautiful barn Is rapidly forging
some good varieties of vegetables, snoh
its way to the front in rural sections.
as melons,
cucumbers, tomatoes, oi
Good farm bnildlags and fences on tbe
beans save some of the seed for next
average farm increase the value of the season's
planting. It may prove better
whole farm twofold. The substantial
than the seed you buy. Dry, plaoe in
improvements are an aid in making sealed
packages, and label all seed
more money on the farm and in making
saved.
country life more pleasant and dignified.
Tbe progressive farmer is a progressive
One constantly sees the necessity ol
builder.
cautioning the beginner against crowdThe man or woman who makes a sac- ing too many hens into one pen. Foi
1· the one who every most breeds, allow about four square
cess with

Sve

poultry
day looks careially

after

and health of the birds.

tbe oonfort feet floor space to eaoh bird.
pretty safe rule to go by.
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Adventure
A Romance of
The South Seas
BY

Jack London

Copyright 1910. by Street d SoAh
Copyright 1911, by the Micaffi· CnwpMy
So there Is

CHAPTER IX.
▲Ρ BFTWTTE*

IT

A MAN AND A WOMAN.

Satan's Inexhaustible energy
and good spirits that most Impressed them. His teeth seemed
perpetually to ache with desire,
and in lieu or black legs be busked the
cocoanuts that fell from the trees Id
the compound, kept the enclosure clear
was

of Intruding hens, and made a hostile
with every boss boy who
came to report.
Christian Young sailed away In the
Minerva, carrying an invitation (that
would be delivered nobody knew when)
to Tommy Joues to drop In at Berande

acquaintance

the next time he was passing.
"What are your plans when you get
to Sydney?" Sheldon asked that night

at dinner.
"First I've teard that I'm going to
Sydney." Joan retorted. "I suppose
you've received information, by bush

telegraph, that that third assistant uu·
derstrnpper and ex-sallorman at Tulagl
Is going to deport me as an undesirable
immigrant."
"Oh, no. nothing of the sort, I assure
you," Sheldon began wltb awkward
fearful of having offended,
haste,
though he knew not how. "I was just
wondering, that was all. ïou see. with

the loss of the schooner and—and all
the rest-you understand—1 was thinking that if—a—If—hang It all. until
you could communicate with your
friends, my agents at Sydney could adyou a loan, temporary you see.
why I'd be only too glad and all the
rest, you know. The proper"—
But his Jaw dropped and he regarded
vauce

her irritably aud with apprehension.
"What is the matter?" he demanded,
with a show of heat. "What have 1
done now?"

"Certainly not the unexpected." she
quietly. "Merely Ignored me In
su
your ordinary, everyday, man god.
perlor fushiou. Naturally it counted

said

for nothing. my felling you that I had
Cio to
no Idea of coing to Sydney.
in
your
because
must,
1
you.
Sydney

superior wisdom, have so decreed."
She paused and looked at him curl
ously. as though he were some strange
breed of animal.
"Of course I am grateful for your
offer of assistance: but even that is no
For that
salve to wounded pride.
matter, it Is no more than one white
from another.
should expect
man
Shipwrecked mariners are always
helped along their way. Only this
particular mariner doesn't need any
Furthermore, this mariner is

help.
not going to Sydney, thank you."
•'But what do you intend to do?"
"Find

some

spot

where

1

shall

escape the indlgult.v of being patronized and bossed Oy ilie superior sex."
"Come now, that is putting it a bit
Sheldon laughed, but
too strongly."
the strain in his voice destroyed the
"You know
effect of spontaneity.
yourself how impossible the situation

18."

"I

know

notbiug or tne sort,

sir.

And if it is Impossible, well, haven't
I achieved It?*"
"But it cannot continua Really"—
Having achieved
"Oh. yes. it can.
it I can go on achieving It. 1 Intend

remain in the Solomons, but not on
Tomorrow I am going to
Beraude.
lake the whaleboat over to FarlSulay. I was talking with Captain
Young about IL De says there are at
least four hundred acres, and every
First,
foot of it good for planting.
I'll buy the island; next get forty or
fifty recruits and start clearing and
planting; aud at the same time I'll
to

run up a bungalow; and then you'll
be relieved of my embarrassing presence—now don't say that It Isn't."
"It is embarrassing," he said bluntly.
"But you refuse to see my point of
view, so there is no use in discussing It

telling

me.

nothing to prevent your
for 1 demand to be con-

1 didn't coffie
sidered us η man.
down here to trail my woman's skirts
Please forget that
over tlie Solomons.
1 am accidentally anything else than
a man with a man's living to make."
"1 have told you," he began stiffly,
"that recruiting ou Malaita is impossible for a woman and that is all I

to say or dare."
"And I tell you. in turn, that it Is
nothing of the sort. I am a navigator. and that Is more than your SoloAnd I am a seamons captains are.
man—a better seaman than you, when
it comes ri«bt down to it and you
1 am not a
I can shoot
know it.

care

door.

"Where ore you going?"

a

year."

"1 pay my Tahitlans $15 a month,'
she interpolated.
"They won't do on straight plantation
But to return. The wages of
work.
to £300
fifty boys each year will come
-that Is, $1.Γ»υ0. Very well. It will be
to
seven years before your trees begin
bear. Seven times $1,500 is $10,500—
eaten
more than you possess, and all
nothing
up by the boys' wages, with
to pay for bungalow, building, tools,
trips to Sydney and so forth."

quinine,

Sheldon shook his bead gravely.
"You'll have to abandon the idea."
"But 1 won't go to Sydney," she
I'll buy m
"1 simply won't
cried.
to the extent of my money as a small
In some other plantation. Let

partner
me buy It In Berande?"

"Heaven forbid Γ' he cried In snch
genuine dismay that she broke into

hearty laughter.

Really,
"There, 1 won't tease yon.
to
know, I'm not accustomed
not
forcing my presence where it is
Yet as you said yourself. It
desired.
so
was impossible for me to go away,
You wouldn't let me
I had to stay.
You compelled me to
go to Tulagi.
force myself upon you. Bnt 1 won't
I'll
one.
buy in as partner with any
buy Pari-Sulay. but I'll PQt only ten
Also.
boys on It and clear slowly.
I'll invest In eome old ketch and taka
For that matout a trading license.
Malalta."
ter, I'll go recruiting on
it
She looked for protest and found
in
iu Sheldon's clenched hand and
cut face.
every line of his clean
chal"Go ahead and eay It" she
I'm
me.
lenged. "Please don't mind
know.
—I'm getting used to it, you
Really I am." !
woman so as to
"I wish I were a
you

insaaa an4
be blurted out
it
la,"
impossible
ar· a man.
"Better than that you

tell you bow

prepoeteroiiilj

violent ébdeavor of all sorts, with a
mind that was daring but that dared
no farther than boys' adventures aud
that delighted in rifles and revolvers.
Stetson huts and a sexless camaraderie with men.

Pete Oleson (brother to the Oleson of
the Jessie·, ancient, grizzled, wildeyed, emaciated by fever, dragged his
weary frame up the veranda steps and

collapsed In

a

steamer chair.

Whiskey

and soda kept him going while he
made report and turned In his accounts.
"You're rotten with fever," Sheldon
said.
"Why don't you run dowu to
Sydney for α blow of decent climate?"
The old skipper shook his head.
"I can't I've beeu in the Islands too
The fever comes out
I'd die.

long.

worse

down there."

"Kill or cure," Sheldon counselled.
I tried
"It's straight kill for me.
It three years ago. The cool weather
put me on my back before I landed.
They carried me ushore and Into hosI was unconscious one stretch
pital.
After that the doctors
for two weeks.
sent me back to the Islands—said it
the only thing that would save
But I'm
Well. I'm still alive.
A month In
too soaked with fever.
was

me.

Â US ira lia

WUUJU UUIOU

UJC.

Ile declined to s'eep nsbore. took bis
orders, aud went bark on board the
cutter. A lurid suDset was blotted out
by tbo heaviest squall of the day. and
Sheldon watched the whaleboat arrive

pound.

'•Lovely.

lovely—Pari-

perfectly

Sulay," she panted.

Ton

selected It already—is wonderful.
must come over some day and advise
You wou't mind my staying her»
me.
until I can get settled? Wasn't that
squall beautiful! And I suppose I'm
late for dinner. I'll run and get clean
and be with you in a minute."
"Do you know. I'm never going to

again."

he anseated.
"Squabble!" was the retort "It'e
such a sordid word. It sounds cheap
and nasty. 1 think it's much nicer to

squabble

with

you

nounced. when they

were

quarrel."

"Call It what you please, but we
won't do It uny more, will we?" He
cleared bis throat nervously, for ber

eyes advertised tbe immediate beginning of hostilities. "I beg yonr pardon." he hurried on. U1 should have
spoken for myself. What 1 mean is
that I refuse to quarrel. You have tbe
most horrible way. without uttering
a word, or making me play tbe fool.
1 begun with tbe kindliest in-

Why.

tentions. and here I am now"—
"Making unsty remarks," she completed for him.
"It's the wnv yon bave of catcblng

up." he complained.
"Why I never said a word. I was
merelv xittlut: here, being sweetly
lured on by promises of peace on
me

earth and all the rest of it when suddenly you begin to call me names."
"Hardly tbat 1 am sure."
"Well, you said 1 was horrible, or
that 1 bad a horrible way about me,
whicb is tbe same thing. I wish my
I'd move tomorwere up.

bungalow

row."
Bat her twitching lips belled ber
words, and tbe next moment tbe man
was more uncomfortable than ever,
being made so by ber laughter
Honest
"I was only teasing you.
And If you don't laugh I'll

Imjun.

"What name belong you?"
"Me Aron." he said.
Sbe remembered blm as one of the
two sick bo.ve she bad nursed In the
hospital. The other one bad died.
"Me take 'm plenty fella medicine

much," Area was saying.
"Well, and you all right now," she
answered.
"Me want 'm tobacco, plenty fella
tobacco: me want 'm calico, me want
'm porpoise teeth; me want 'm one
too

fella belt"
She looked at him humorously, expecting to see a smile, or at least a grin,
on his face. The rest of the boys had
crowded η ρ at his back In a solid wall.
Some one of tbem giggled, but the
remainder regarded her In morose and

Intent silence.

"What for yon
"Well?" she asked.
want plenty teiia things?"
"Me take m medicine," quoth Aroa.
"You pay tne."
"You go aiong quarters," she said,
starting 10 turn on her heel to enter
the gate.
"ïou pay me," eald the boy.
"Aroa, you all the same one big fooL
I no pay you. Now you go."
Sbe
But the black was unmoved.
felt >-hat be was regarding her almost

ish. Bawo my brother. You pay me.
Father belong me one big fella chief
along Port Adams. You pay me."

Joan laughed.
"Gogoomy, you Just the same as
My word, who
Aroa, one big fooL
pay me for medicine?"
She dismissed the matter by passing
through the gate and closing it. But
Gogoomy pressed up against It and

"You're hoping a 'gator catches me,
aren't you?" she called from the veranda, and as she went down the steps
her rippling laughter drifted tantallsingly back through the wide doorway.
The next day Sheldon was left all
alone. Joan had gone exploring PariSulay and was not to be expected back
until the late afternoon. The loss of

"Poor old Hughie." he muttered
aloud once. "I'm glad you didn't live
What a cropper,
to see It. old man.
what a cropper."
Between squalls the Flibberty Gibbet
ran into anchorage, and her skipper,

ness she could not make blm oat.
"What name?" sbe asked eharplj.

Dut they did not break up. Another
boy stepped forward.
"Bawo
"Mo Gogoomy," be eald.
brother belong me."
Bawo, she remembered, was the
sick boy who had died.
"Go on," sbe commanded.
"Bawo take'm medicine. Bawo On·

chair.

tation.

twelve miles."
When Joan started to return to the
bouse s be was compelled to pas·
among the boat «-arriéra, and one of
rhem stepped up to her. In the dark-

as he repeated;
"1 take 'm medicine. Yon pay me.
You pay me now."
Then it was that she lost her temper and cuffed Ills ears so soundly as
to drive blm back among his fellows.

He shut off the phonograph with a
after
Bnap, started toward the door
her. then abruptly flung himself into a

the Jessie had hit Berande severely.
Not alone was his capital depleted by
the amount of her value, but her earnings were no longer to be reckoned on,
and it was her earnings that largely
paid the running expenses of the plan-

"There's that Lunga crowd; tinder the oreathles· tropic noon.
plied.
they might reach the coast right here
Nobody replied, and be repented bis
and. with both of us absent, rush the demand, more of mastery Id bis voice
plantation. Goodby. We'll get back tbla time and a bint ot growing anger.
in the morning some time Ifs only Tbi blacks moved uneasily, like a herd

Insolently

"As between man and woman," she
answered, "it would be too terribly—-or
—indecent for you to tell me why 1
shouldn't go alligatorlng. Good night
Sleep well."

tbelr wages

$30

clew to her tantalizing personality.
The fingers, sunburned and boyish,
told the story. Be had tried to treat
with her as a woman when she was
She was α mere girl,
not a woman.
and a boyish girl at that with sun·
burned fingers that delighted In doing
what boys' fingers did, with a body
and muscles that liked swimming and

he asked

"I shall buy It
I'll write to the commissioner tonight
Aud tbe site for the bungalow—I've

are

gry. but because be wanted to watch
her slim. Arm fingers.
They were
brown with tan ana looked exceedingly boyish. Then, ana without effort,
Yes. that
the concept came to liim.
He had stumbled upon the
was It

peremptorily.

much?"

"No; 1 hnven't quite $8.000."
"Tben here's another way of looking
at it: You'll ueed. as you said, at least
Sot counting premium»,
fifty boys.

berty Gibbet. I didn't know she was
But she's in dlseo large a cutter.
gracCTUl condition."
"Her skipper's bad with fever."
Sheldon explained. "And be bad to
drop bis mate off to take bold of
things at Ugl—that's where I lost Oscar. my trader. And you know what
sort of sailors the niggers are."
8he nodded her bend Judicially and
he asked Tor a second helping of
tinned beef, not because he was hun-

fool. 1 can tuke care of myself."
Sheldon made a hopeless gesture.
'That's right." she rattled on. "Wash
to
your hands of me. But as Von used
1 supsay. 'You just watch my smoke!'
to Jane
pose you've been accustomed
Eyres all your life. That's why you
don t understand me. Come on, Satan,
let's leave him to his old music."
He watcb<>d her morosely and without intention of speaking, till he saw
her take a ritle from the stand, examine the magazine and start for the

Id tbe thick of it. As the sprltsali was
takeu In aud tbe boat beaded on to the
beach, be was aware of a distinct hurt
at sight of Joan at the steering our,
standing erect and swaying her
strength to It as she resisted the pressures that tended to throw tbe craft
broadside in tbe surf. Her Tahltlans
leaped out and rushed tbe boat high up
tbe beach, and shp led her bizarre
following through the gate of the com-

Now please forget all about it and consider me at your service concerning
Suppose
this—this project of yours.
the government sells you I'ari-Sulay at
η pound an acre, clearing will cost you
at least £4 more—that Is, £5 for 400
that
acres, or. say, $10,000. Have yon

suspect you of being In α temper with
mo.
That's right, laugh. But don't"—
she added In alarm, "don't. If it hurts
You look as though you had a
you.
toothache. There, there; don't say It
You know you promised not to quarrel. while I bave the privilege of going on being as hateful as 1 please.
And to begin with, there's the Flib-

said Impudently:
"Father belong me one big fella
You no bang 'm bead belong
chief.
me.
My word, you fright too much."
"Me fright?" she demanded, while

anger tingled all through her.
"Too much fright bang 'm bead belong me," Gogoomy said proudly.
And then she reached for him across
"IT'S STHAJCHT KILL FOB MB."
Somehow. aR tie pondered nna wutcned her. It seemed as if he sat In church
at home listening to the choir boye
chanting. She reminded him of those
boys, or their voices, rather. The same
sexless quality was there. In the body
In the mind
of her she was a woman.
She
of her she had not grown up.
had not been exposed to ripening influences of that sort. She had had no

the gate and got him. It was a sweeping, broad bunded slap, so heavy that
he staggered sideways and nearly fell
He sprang for the gate as if to force
it open, while the crowd surged forward against the fence. Joan thought

Her revolver was banging
Yet
on the wall of her grass bouse.
one cry would bring her sailors, ami
So she did
she knew ebe was safe.
not cry for help. Instead, she whistled
for Satan, at the same time calling
blm by name. Sbe knew he was shut
seruative
Von. her father,
the blacks
mother.
up In the living room, but
vants and rough 'sland life had con- did not wait to see. They fled witb
Horses and wild
stituted her training.
yells through the darkness, folrifles had been her toys, camp and lowed reluctantly by Gogoomy, while
trail her nursery. Krom what she had she entered the bungalow, laughing at
told him her seminary days had been first, but finally vexed to the verge or
Sbe
an exile, devoted to study and to cease- tears by what had taken place.
less longing for the wild riding and bad sat up a whole night with the boy
swimming of Hawaii. A boy's train- who had died, and yet bis brother demanded to be paid for bis life.
ing and a boy's point of view!
Well, there was only one thing for
"Ugh! The ungrateful beast Γ she
him to do. He must meet her on her muttered, while she debated whether
own

basis of boyhood and not make

rapidly.

or

of cattle, at tbe sound of bis voice.
Bat not one spoke. Directly beneath
blm be caught sight of the muscle
of a ride, barely projecting between
two black bodies, that was slowly elewaa held at tbe
in tbe second row.
"What name you?" Sheldon suddenly
shouted, pointing directly at tbe man

vating toward him. It

hip by

a man

who held the gun.
Sbeldon still held the whip hand, and
he intended to keep It
"Clear out. all you fella boys!" be ordered "Clear out and walk along salt
water. Savveer
"Me talk." spoke up a fat and tllthy
savage, whose hairy chest was caked
with the unwashed dirt of years.
"Oh. is that you, Telepasse?" the
white man queried genially. "You tell
'm boys clear out, and yon stop and
talk along me."
"Him good fella boy," was the reply.
"Him stop along."
"Well, what do you want?" Sheldon

asked, striving to hide under assumed
carelessness the weakness of concession.
"That fella boy belong along me."
The old chief pointed out Gogoomy.
whom Sheldon recognized.
"White Mary belong you too much
no good." Telepasse went on. "Rang

SHELDON
was

became aware that she

speaking.

going craising on the Flibbert.v some
with
day. even If 1 have to run away
her."

on

miles
the beach to kal-kal several
They ought to pass here some

time today."
Two hours later the canoes arrived.
No one saw them come. The house
their
boys were busy in the kitchen at
The plantation hands
own breakfast.
were similarly occupied In their quarhis
ters. Satan lay sound asleep on
back under the billard table, in his
sleep brushing at the files that pestered him. Joan was rummaging In

While at their coffee on the veranda
Satan raised a edmmotlon in the compound near the beach gute, and Sheland Sheldon was taking
don finally rescued a mauled and the storeroom,
the vehim on his siesta In α hammock on
and
black
dragged
frightened
In some
awoke gently.
He
randa.
the porch for interrogation.
subtle way a warning that all
The black drew a scrap of note- occult,
was not well bad penetrated his sleep
paper from under his belt and passed
and roused him. Withont moving he
it over. Sheldon scanned it hurriedly.
glanced down and saw the ground behe
explained,
Boucher,"
from
"It's
neath covered with armed savages.
Packard's
took
who
place.
"the fellow
the same ones be had
Packard was the one 1 told you about They were
that
with
morning, thongb he
He
parted
who was killed by his boat's crew.
There
is out- noted an accession In numbers.
says that Port Adams crowd
were men be had not seen before.
fifty of them, in big canoes—and campHe slipped from the hammock and
lag on his beach. They've killed half
with deliberate slowness sauntered to
seem
and
his
of
already
a dozen
pige
And he'· the railing, where be yawned sleepily
to be looking for trouble
and looked down on them. It came to
afraid they may connect with the fifhim curiously that It was the destiny
teen runaways from Lunga."
lookever to stand on this high place
"In which case?" she queried.
hordes of black
"In which case Billy Pape will be ing down on unending
that required control, bullying
compelled to send Boucher's successor. trouble
But while be glanced
It's Pape's station, yon know. I wish and cajolery.
over them he was keenly
I know what to do. I dou't like to leare tarelessly
taking stock. The new men were all
you here alone."
inned with modern rifles. Ah, he bad
"Take me along, then.*·

thought so. There were fifteen of
them, undoubtedly the Longa runaSniders
ways. In addition a dozen old
were in the bands of the original
These were the very same
crowd.
men who had killed hi* trader, Oscar,
of ghosts."
The big bell was rung, and fifty black at Ugl
"What name you walk «boot tide
boys carried the whaleboat down to
The regular boat's crew place?" he demanded.
the water.
▲t the same time be stole a glance
manned her, and Matauare and three
other Tahltlans. belted with cartridges leaward to where the Fllbberty Gibbet
and armed with rifled, sat in the stern ^fleeted herself in the glassy calm of
sheets, where Sheldon stood at the the sea. Not a soul was visible under
her awnings, and he aw the whale·
steering oar.
"My, I wish 1 could go with yon." boat was missing from alongside. The
Joan said wistfully as the boat shoved Tahltlana had evidently gone shooting
He smiled and shook bis bead.
"Then you'd better take my men
"They're good
along," she advised.
shots, and they're not afraid of anything—except Utaml. and he's afraid

off.

dab op the Balesnna. He was all alone

in his high place above this troabf·»
"I'm as good as a man," she urged.
—<*ii"Too really are needed here," be re- Wttlf his wor14 Numbered

gentleman

who

tremendous swirl made entirely
ui umbrellas with their pointa together
In tbe center and tbelr handles sticking
Ue also sold umbrella
uut into space.
stands. an<l his name was Mr. Splicer.
Up went to tiU «bop very early In the
morning. ami be left νι-ry late at night,
aud when In· wasn't selling umlirellas
He
lit· was trying to sell umbrellas
was a

had an assistant who meudr-d umbrellas. and when Ue wasn't minding urnorHlas be was trying to uieiid umbrella».
Lvery mcrning at breakfast Mr Splicer would reud the weather report.
And as soon as lie reached his shop be
would go tu the windows and say.
"What a nl<··.· rainy day!" or "What a
dismal sunshiny day!" as tbe case

might be.
Mr. Splicer bad a daughter who always looked lovely or was trying to
And be bad a wife wbo
look lovely
looked bappy and contented or else

"(Jogoomy," Sheldon ordered, "what
you walk about here? You get
along quarters plenty quick."
"Me stop." was the defiant answer.
"White Mary belong you bang 'm
head," old Telepasse began again. "My
word, plenty big fella trouble you no
pay."
"Yon talk along boys." Sheldon said,
with Increasing Irritation. "You tell'm
get to b— along beach. Then 1 talk
with you."
Sheldon felt a slight vibration of the
veranda and knew that Joan had come
and was standing by bis side. Hut
he did not dare glance at her. Then·
were too many rifles down below there,
and rifles had a way of going ofl from

out

the hip
Again tbe veranda vibrated with
her moving weight, and be knew that
A
Joan bad gone luto tbe bouse.
minute later she was back beside him.
He had never seen her smoke, and it
struck him as peculiar that she should
Then be guessed
be smoking now.
With a quick glance be
tbe reason.
noted the hand at ber side and Id it

tbe familiar paper wrapped dynamite
Lie noted also the end of fuse, spilt
properly, into which lad w-en in
eerted the bead of a wax match.
"Telepasse. you old reprobate, tell
My
m boys clear out along hea^h.

gammon along you."
"Me no gammon." euld tbe chief
"Me want 'm pay white Mary bang
'm head bPloug Gogoomy."
"I'll come down there and irnng 'm
bead belonc you." Sheldon replied,
leaning tow"fd the railing as If about

word. I

no

to leap over.
An angry murmur

arose, aod the
The muz
blacks surged restlessly.
sles of many guns were rising from

"I'll bat* to oo houk amd stav 1a
DOO&H.

look buppy and contented. and she was the nicest one of the
fatnlJy, although they were all rather
was

trying

to

nice as fa milles go.
Sometimes the lovely daughter world
drop In at her father's shop, and If she
were wLshlug for η clear dnv and It
was raining she would exclaim: "What
a
dreary day*. I'll have to go home
and stay ludoors!"
Hut one tuomlUK the lovely daughter
"Oh. how glad I
said at break fustWe are going to have a sunny
ami
day. and 1 can go to the plcuic aud
wear my best new dress!"

To which Mr Splicer answered. "1
shall not sell more than two umbrellas

today."

"But. father." the lovely daughter
replied, "if 1 do not go to picnics, but
merely try to go to picnics. I would

have uo use for the best new dresses."'
And Mr. Splicer pondered awhile
"This Is a comover that nnd said:
plicated world. I wish to buy my
daughter nice new dresses to wear to
picnics, and 1 cannot buy her uice
new dresses If it ts sunny, and she
"
cannot go to picnics If It rains
"Father Is always saying clever

things." said Miss Splicer
difficulties.'*
to- solve
"Or trying
said Mrs. Splicer, who was always
pleasant.
And then Mr Splicer went off to rbe
umbrella shop, and Miss Splicer went
to the picnic.
And In the course of the morning an
old lady came Into the umbrella shop
and said: "Good morning. Mr Splicer.

Do you sell sunshades?"
And Mr. Splicer said: "Why. no;
I've never
I've never sold sunshades.
even tried to sell sunshades.··
"Well." said the old lady. "If Ileave
the order will you try to mate a *unshade for me?"
"What colçr sunshade?" «aid Mr.

Splicer, who

was a

cautious man.

"Well, suppose we say a pink sun"I think
shade." snld the old lady
111 bave a pink sunshade."
"A pink sunshade." said Mr. Splicer.
"Why. yes: 1 think I could undertake
to make a pink sunshade If you should
leave an order for one."
"Very well." said the old lady. "I'll
come for It on Wednesday, if you'll
remember.
Kindly have It

please
ready then."

with

back.

a

once

name

In five big
say, at least sixty of them.
They've
canoes, and out for troubla
to be
got a dozen Sniders that ought

terribly
He's
commissioner?
the
as he
touchy about his black wards,
Well, we started them
calls them.
In
along their way, though they went

was

ages.

not sbe would confess the incident

"Why didn't you?'" Joan asked.
"And have; a row on my handa

There

Be bud a little umsold umbrellas.
brella abop. in tbe window of which

plenty tobacco, plenty powder, plenty
calico."
"You old scoundrel," was Sheldon's
comment. An hour before he had been
chuckling over Joan's recital of the
episode, and here, an hour later, was
Telepasse himself come to collect dam-

said.
"I beg pardon," be
"What's that you were say- confiscated."

"You weren't listening to a word.
I knew it," she chided. "1 was saving
that the condition of the Klibberty
Gibbet was disgraceful, and thut tomorrow, when you've to'.d the skipper
and not hurt his feelings 1 am going
to take my men out and give her an
overhauling. We'll scrub her bottom
too.
Why, there's whiskers on her
1 saw it
copper four luches long.
Don't forget. I'm
when she rolled.

ASSISTANT.

'm head belong Gogoomy.
Gogoomy.
all tbe saine chief. Blrae by me finish.
Gogoomy big fella chief. White Mary
bang 'tn head. No good. You pay me

wo- to Sheldon.
the mistake of treating her as a
.»·····
He wondered if he could love
man.
"And so It wae all settled easny
the woman she would be when her
if he enough," Sheldon was saying. Be was
nature awoke, and he wondered
coffee. The
could love her Just as she was and on the veranda, drinking
carried Into Its
whatwas
bout
whale
being
all,
After
her
wake
up.
himself
a shed.
"Boucher was a bit tluild at
ever it was. she had come to All quite
dis- first to carry off the situation with a
large place In his life, as he had
well once
covered that afternoon while scanning strong hand, but he did very
We made a play at
he we got started.
Then
the
between
squalls.
sea
the
and Telepasse, the old
remembered the accounts of Beninde holding a court,
the findings. He's a
and
scoundrel,
accepted
and the cropper that was coming
Port Adams chief, a filthy beggar. We
scowled.
fined him ten times the value of the
with his
CHAFTER X.
pigs and made him move on
mob. Oh, they're a sweet lot, 1 must
FROM BOUCUKK.
A MESBAOE

MR. SPLICER'S

"WHAT

NAME

YOC

WALK

ABOUT

THIS

PUkCE?"

Joan was pressing the
end of the cigarette to the
fuse. A Snider went off with the roar
of a bowl» gun. and Sheldon beard *
crash behind
pnne of window glass
bliu. At (he same moment Joan dung
the djunmite, the fuse hlasiug and
Into the thick of the
the

bips.

lighted

spluttering.
blacks.
They scattered back In toe
great baste to do any more shooting.
Satan, aroused by the one shot, was
snarling nud printing to be let out

Joun heard and ran to let him out
and thereat the tragedy was averted
and the comedy began.
Rifles and spears were dropped or
Dung aside in a wild scramble for the
protection of tbe coconnut palms.
Satan multiplied himself. Never bad
be been free to tear and rend such a
of black flesh before, and be

quantity

bit and snapped and rushed the flying
legs till the last pair were above bis
bead.
"I fancy you need a lesson or two In
inserting fuses." Sheldon remarked

dryly.

scornful.
There was no detonator on it," she
■aid. "Besides, the detonator is yet
unmanufactured that will explode that
charge. Ifs only a bottle of chloro

Joan's eyes

were

dyne."

[TO

BX

And when she had trône Mr. Splicer
said to his assistant. "Do yon think
you could make a pink sunshade?"
"1 conld try to make a pink «un·
■hade," said the assistant
"Yoo're a very trying person." said
Mr. Splicer, "bnt go ahead and try."
So the assistant tried and in course
•f time produced a pink snnshnde.
He was a frosting assistant and alhe
ways hoped for the beet when

worked on anything.
And when Mr. Splicer saw the aunahade he said. "Ton are a Têry help-

ful helper"
"You called me trying last week."
said the assistant
"T.ast week you were trying." said
Mr Splicer. "and yon were trustlug.
Now yon are tried and frosted Make
"
me another pink sunshade
And that Is how It happened that
Mr. Splicer built up a large and pros
so that
perous business In sunshade*,
sunny and rainy days were equally
agreeable to him. Thus the family a!·
ways were happy, and the clever assletant eventually fell In love with
Miss Splicer and spent moat of his
time wrltlns poetry, or trying to write

poetry.—St. Nlcbolaa.
Trying

to Be

Witty.

They were sitting In the parlor with
the lights turned low. The hour was
pretty late. He and she had talked
about everything, from the weather to
the latest shows. He yawned, and she
ynwneu. but he made no attempt to
move

toward home, and she was be-

coming weary. At last she said: "I
heard α noise outside just now. I won-

COJTTIirUBD.)

der if it could be

burglars?"

Query.
Of course he tried to be funny.
8he—There Is one question In fash"Maybe it was the night falling." he
Ions which ts puzzling me. Be—What
sold.
wear
seawidows
Do
Is It? 6be—
navy
"Oh. I think not!" she exclaimed.
weeds?—Baltimore Ajnerican.
"More likely It was the day breaking:"
A

Opinion.

Stella—What do yoa think of marry·

Ing a nobleman?
Bella—It Is like buying s flsb Instead
of (.«robing It-New York Times.
Bow blessings brighten as
their fllgnti-koung.

tbey take

It Is manly to lore nne's country: It

la godlike to iov% tbe workL-J. W.

Ooaklta.

Hasty

exit of he.—Pearson's

Weekly.

8criptural Plao· Nam··.
England can boast that no other
tountry possesses so many Scriptural

place names as it does. The name of
Jericho occurs six times on the ordnance maps, paradise five times and
Nineveh. Mount Zlon.\Mount Ararat
Hnd Mount Ephraim three times each.
In Bedfordsliltv there I*

wood and la Donetiblr·

a

u Calvary
Jordan bill
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Preaching every Sunday M 10.-40 a. M.
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Prayer Meetlsg Thursday evening at
7 30.
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Mise Edna M. Luce doted another
very successful term of school last week
and went Friday to her home in New
Vineyard for the Christmas vacation.
The names of pupils not absent during
Job PaDrnxo Sew type, fast presses, electric I
term are as follows;
power, experience· I workmen and low price· the
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Merton Curtis,
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RobIffie
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of
death
Maybew
The
Everybody has been busy preparing
of her broth· off the Government Printing Offloe pre··,
for Christmas, and the store· deoorated I mod occurred at the home
of the
on Steam· complete· ft eerie· of bulletin·
for the season have been attractive with er-in-iaw, George Robinson,
State· Geological Surrey on the
Hill Tuesday night, after an illneaa from United
a fnll line of good·.
The
duration. granite· of the New England 8tatee.
Mlu Grace Kendal), who Is teaching tubârcaloaia of several month·'
of magnitude of the granite indu a try of New
at Locke's Mills, came home to spend Mra. Robinaon wu thirty-five year·
imand
life in England lend· spécial lntereat
age and bad «pent the moat of ber
Christmas with her parente.
which detheae
to
publication·,
James
married
portance
She
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason is in Portland with Sumner and Pari·.
the geologic origin of the
was born one scribe not only
her son, L. L. Mason, to remain nntil Robinson, and to them
their distribution, bat alto
and
Is
granites
her
who
in
orphanage
oblld, Myrtle,
after New Tear's.
of the industry.
by her aunt, Mrs. Lena the economic pbaaea in the form of
Friday afternoon very pleasing exer- being oared for
eur- New England granite
ia
alao
She
Sumner.
of
cises were held at the brick building, Andrew·,
and structure· la
vlved by her father, Clinton Maybew, of statuary, monument·,
of
consisting of a drama and a drill.
and slater·: to be found in almoat every portion
brothers
five
and
and
Sumner,
of
Mr. J. V. Holt
Andover, Mass.,
countriea.
of Weat Paria, the Union and even to foreign
Prank
and
John
Percy,
of
Mr. Harry Purington
Manchester-byin aucb
and Mra. Lena In nearly all the Eastern State·,
the-Sea came to Mr. J. U. Purine! on's and M^a. Mary Chandler
Spokane,
During Mr·. diatant citie· aa Vickaburg,
for Christmas. They returned to Massa- Andrew· of Samner.
been and San Prancisco, in Montreal, and in
chusetts Monday accompanied by Mrs. Robinaon'· illness she haa always
be seen in
cheerful and patient to a remarkable de- Cuba these granltea may
Holt and little son Reginald.
construction work.
was held from the M. statues or permanent
Mr. H. A. Packard, who has been ill gree. The fuoeral
Although the granites are by no means
E. chapel Thursday afternoon, Rev. C.
with the grippe, is gaining slowly.
Rebekah the oldest rocks, geologically, they furMisses Grace and Daisy Dixon came B. Young officiating, Onward
Robiuson was a nish by far the hardest and moat endurfrom Augusta Saturday to spend Sun- Lodge attending. Mr·.
Rebekah Lodge. ing construction stone, varying greatly,
day with tbeir aunt, Mrs. L. T. Barker. member of South Paris
Some
themaelves.
among
Samuel Barry Locke arrived home however,
Rev. Wm. H. Clark of Auburn has
crush under a pressure of 15,000
granites
morning.
from
Utah,
Sunday
inthe
Ogdeu,
been ih Bethel the past week in
others withMr. Locke has been in Idabo and Utah pounds to the square inch;
terest of the Tooth's Companion.
where be has* a stand over 40,000 pounds. The granites
months
aeveral
for
Boston
home
from
Bean
came
, Chester
of plutonic origin, resulting from the
position as superintendent in forestry are
to spend the holidays with his parents.
cooling of molten rock matter—the
Gould Academy closed Friday after- work.
from the earth's
Miss Ethel Howe, who has been teach- magma—forced upward
noon for a Christmas recess until Wedto inat Oakland during the past year, is at interior. This magma previous
ing
nesday.
trusion existed as a fused mass, heavily
home for the Christmas vacation.
and therefore under
West Bethel.
Henry Bates and Mr. and Mr·. Vernal ohareed with gases
Bates and son Theodore and maid of terrific pressure. Injected upward by
"This le glad ChrlNtmas Day,
the
When happy thousands in their cheerful homes New Haven, Conn., are guests of Mr. this pressure through and among
rejoice.
older rocks it ohanged from a fused and
and Mrs. L. C. Bates.

!

Bethel.

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace H. Cummiogs
have greatly improved the well known
"office" room at the Union House by
the addition of a new open fireplace,
hard wood floor, km mantle light, paint
and paper.
Rev. and Mrs. 6. W. F. Hill spent
Christmas with their parishioners at
West Sumner.
Miss P. X. Andrews closed her bouse
here and left Saturday for Rozbnry, And choral strains float
voice
Mas*., where she will remain for the

on

the

air, and every

Mine Eva Tucker Is spending tbe
Christmas holidays with her sister, Misa
Ruth Tucker in Lewistoo.
"When the snows arc falling; on vale and hill,
Mis» Jennie Bradbury of Lewiston and
When the îce-fleld epread* like a mirror bright,
Mrs. Lura Flagg of Carthage are with
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
When all the river· are bu»hed and still
a reunion of the descendants of the late
their mother, Mrs. M. G. Bradbury.
And the stars atremble In frosty night.
Elbridge G. Harlow.
Then listen! the bells ring loud and clear;
Miss Esther Frost of Newry, who is
Don't Delay.
Hod. and Mrs. Henry D. Hammond
"Be glad! for the Christmas·time la here!"
A Private Check Account.
attending school ia Massachusetts, was
entertained at Christmas dinner, Mrs.
iîoodyear Glove Rubbers.
the guest of her grandparents, Mr. and
Hammond's mother, Mrs. LydiaS. HamBlue Stores
Mrs. Adney Tuell, a day or two last
Good sleighing for Christmas.
The Klght Start.
mond, and her brother, James S. Dudley,
The days are growing longer.
week.
The Best Proof.
and son Lee.
Money Back Dan lruff Cure.
Winter is touching us lightly thus far.
Truths.
North Parle.
Beauty
Leap-year proposals will Boon be in
Best for Asthma, etc.
Greenwood.
order.
Mrs. J. Q Allen died Dec. 16 after a
Footwear for Cold Weather.
23 Per Cent Discount.
Who ever saw a whiter Sunday than
December bas given us no drifting long sickness. The funeral was held
Mark Down tn Suits.
the one on the 17th of this month? ouows.
Dec. 18. Interment at West Pari·.
Winter Underwear for Men.
A meeting was called Dec. 15 for the
Everything, forests, fences, and in fact
For Sale.
Eggs have declined In price four cents
fall
Annual Meeting.
every object on which euow could
per dozen.
purpose of organizing a Village ImproveProbate Notices.
on
earth
could
was "white, as no fuller
Potatoes are scarce, and the price ad- ment Society. Tbe society was organis12 Notices of Appointment.
white it." But that six inch snow vancing.
and the following officer· elected:
ts
35 Per Cent Discount tor 10 Days.
also
and
New Year's Souvenirs.
storm made good
sleighing
The Democrat completes its seventyPresident— C. B. Stevens.
Mark-Down Sale of Women's Wool Suits.
where
in
Sec·—Ε. E. Kiel·!.
sledding, except
rough places
eighth year this week. Congratulations. Treas
Annual Meeting.
A. J. Abbott.
two or three times as much is wanted.
Ε. K. Briggs is unable to do heavy
For Sale.
And if the deer had as much sense as work owing to rheumatism in bis arms. Next meeting will be held Jan. 2 at 7
Mrs. Addison S. Bean is soliciting p. M
The New Primary
Election Law. the hunters who killed each other when
W. P. Curtis and Miss Ruth Kneeland
them, how thankful they must subscriptions to an Ohio paper.
By our votes cant on the lltb day of chasing
bt-eu that the closed season bad
Those having dry hard wood to sell of Norway visited at C. B. Stevens' last
last September, we, the people of the have
week.
arrived.
now find a market for it near home.
state of Maine, Lave adopted and made
John Howe has sold the blacksmith
But the streams are still open and the
Our village merchants have made no
a part of the law of the state, a system
must have more cold weather to
xbop to A1 Coffin and has returned to
display of holiday goods this year.
Of nominations
by political parlies ponds them over for the teams.
Hay is quite plentiful, and some is Oxford.
which is radically different from the cus- bridge
Tbe school gave an entertainment and
Deer me.tr is supposed to be used up being pressed for shipment on the cars.
tom so long in vogue of makiug
a
but remained here until
Ernest H. Morrill and Jack McKenzie box supper Dec. 16. About $13 was
nominations by delegate conventions before now,
or two ago, and yet it was not at all
of Mason are hauling birch bolts and realized.
As all nominations for offices to be tilled 1 day
dear since it was given by a neighbor. logs to the mill in ibis village.
at the state election will have to be]
North Waterford.
the fellow who bunted deer better
But
If not allowed to slay the four-footed
made under tbis law in 1912. it Is well I
than he knew was Lester, youngest son deer, onecati still lawfully sleigh a dear,
Albert Brown, who is in very poor
to look at some of the main features of |
He went out back of providing she consent, and no force is health, has gone to California for the
of John O. Swan.
it, and be somewhat prepared to act unLong Mountain, and seeing an animal in used.
winter. His wife and children are at
der it.
he mistook at tirst for a
a tree which
Rolfe Brothers have been fixing their Poland witb her sister.
The direct primary law does away,
bear, ami taking good aim brought the mill for the comfort of those employed
Jess Littletield sawed the end of his
practically, with conventions. To be ] animal
down lifeless to the ground. It on tbe dowel machines. Roofing now forefinger on his right hand so it bad to
sure, there is t<> be a state convention
cat
to belong to the feline or
covers tbe walls, and the room has been be taken off above the first joint.
of eacb political uarty, to be held not ! proved
a
of a 75 lb. weight,
Gorham Knight and Will Allen bave
piped for steam heat. Tbe mill will be
less than sixty oor more than ninety species, perhaps lyux
skin
the
and five feet in length. He sold
started this week for tbeir winter run of gone to Florida for the winter.
days before the third Monday of June for
he
if
a
work
even
312,
good day's
Mr. aud Mrs. Ε. H. Nason have been
business, and L. E. Allen will fill his old
In 1912 these conventions must be held I
to get a deer.
to Lewis'on the past week to Grange.
position as engineer.
between the 19th of Marcb and the 18th I failed
visitors aud callers during the
Several
Elliott ia agisting Mra. Will
Ruth
of April. These conventions may be
Huckfleld.
also letters and cards from friends
Kilgore with her house work.
called by the appropriate party com- week,
abroad. All were welcome especially
Miss Amy Shaw came home from BosMrs. Will Ray has been quite sick.
mittees on such basis aud such terms as
letter from Mrs. Mamie Brooks ton Friday for the Christmas recess.
so the
tbey may see fit, but when assembled Felr of
Wilson's Mill·.
Woodstock, and a card from Mrs.
Miss Shirley Ball has been in New
all they can do is to adopt a platform or
Η. B. Maxim, now stopping in Auburn. Tork for a week, and returned Saturday
House was closed ThursAziscoos
The
of
and
choose
declaration
principles,
It is a tine view of Auburn aud Lewiston with her brother, H
H. Hall, who will day for the winter.
party committees for the state, the from Auburn
Heights.
Mrs. Β. N. Wilson has returned from
spend Christmas with his mother at the
several congressional districts and the
Don't forget that next Monday is Saints' Best.
Norway where she been staying witb her
several counties. No nominations will
and one week later
Deputy Sheriff Α. Ε Cole arrested a mother, Mrs. S. S. Bennett, aud being
be made by the state convention, and no Christmas Day,
in
him to Paris on a doctored.
oougressional district or county conven- brings New January 1st, 1912, generally man Sunday and took
called
Year's Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Belvill have gone
charge of cruelty t<> animals to which he
tions will be held.
pleaded guilty and was fined. This is to Colebrnok to Mr. Belvill's home.
The parties having thus made their I
tbe party who terrorized some of our
Mr. and Mrs. Acroyd have returned to
Locke's Mills.
platforms, the candidates of all parties
Mr. Acroyd was time keeper
a week previous, threatening to Lewiston.
will be nominated by the voters at a priMrs. Walter KaDd was in Lewiston citizens
at the Aziscoos dam.
shoot if he was interfered with.
mary election held on the third Monday Thursday.
Leslie Hart was in Berlin with a load
Directors of the Paris Trust Co. of
of June of each year when there is a
Mrs. Mary Bardett attended State
South Paris met some of the citizens of men the past week.
All candidates for state Grange in Lewiaton last week.
state election.
here Wednesday and discussed the bank
The following were in Colebrook: Mr.
and coanty offices, United States Senator
Mrs. Lucinda Small of Berlin Is visitquestion. It is hoped that the officials and Mrs. H»«nry Woodrow, Dane York,
and members of the legislature, will be ing at E. P. Farrington's.
will decide to locate here.
and Claude Linnell for pleasure; Winslow
nominated at this time and by this
Mrs. Ordell Bryant and sous, Earl and
Chas. Holland, who has been seriously Linnell, Cune Wilson and Joe Hart for
method.
Lawrence, aud maid, are at Azel Bryloads.
ill, is able to be out.
Ballots for the primary election will ant's.
The following are the officers in
Rosalvo Crockett has put a piazza on
be prepared and furnished by the secreDon Tebbets of Auburn is in town
bouse.
his
Aziscoos Grange:
tary of state, and will bave printed on during his vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Warren attended
Master—Ethel Pennock.
them the names of all members of the
Fraok Cummings and Chester are at
Overseer—Joe iiart.
the session of State Grange in Lewiston
party who have Hied nomination papers work in Pinhook.
Lecturer—Phon I.lttlehale.
laxt week.
for any office. These nomination paTom Brown brought home from Bemis
Steward—Harvey Hart.
of
and
Sanford
N.
Smith
I.
Steward—Alfred Hart.
family
Assistant
pers shall not be signed before the tirst a tine buck deer with eight poiots.
here Wednesday and Thursday.
Chaplain—Lizzie Bennett.
of January, and must be tiled with the |
Will Bean and Charlie Herrick caught were
Treasurer—
U. Hovt.
Mayfiower Chapter, O. E. S., initiated
secretary of state on or before the tirst; some fine pickerel through the ice in
Secretary—R. T. Fox.
two candidates at a
meeting
Fox.
special
Gate
of
Keeper—Monty
North Pond Thursday.
Monday
May.
Ceres—Haute Bennett.
evening. A banquet was
Dr. Austin Tenney of Portland was in Thursday
Signatures to each nomination paper
Hattle
Fox.
Pomona—
served after the work.
must number uot less than one per cent town Thursday.
Flora—Grace Hoyt.
At a special town meeting held Saturcent of the
Lady Assistant Steward—Pearl Bennett.
and not more than two
Walter Swift has returned from the
day it was voted to allow the high school
total vote for governor in the preceding Lewiston hospital.
to play basket ball at tbe town
Maine News Notes.
election, in the particular division of the
Ethel Vance is working at Mt. Abram scholars
ball.
For instance, the total vote for Hotel.
state.
trade
has
been
Christmas
fairly good
governor in ltuu naving oeen 140,wo,
with tbe merchants here.
Michael Noonao, 58 year· of age, was
nomination papers for any candidate for
West Peru.
killed at Bangor Friday by a
instantly
aUte office in 1912 must have not le*s
Denmark.
Mr. Bert Kilbretb, superintendent of
fall down stairs at Fire Station Two. He
than 1409 nor more 2818 signature*. In
visited the Union School last
Mr. Fred Sanborn bas bought the leaves two children.
Oxford County, the total governor vote schools,
stock of cattle and horses owned by Mr.
in 1910 being 7492, candidates for any Monday.
Frpd C. Blake, treasurer of the town
Mr E. D Hammitn, teacher of the Jamee A. Head, and Mr. Head has gone
county office, in order to bave their
hie aunt, Mrs. A. ro apend the winter with bis eon, Dr. of Boothbay Harbor for three years endviaited
Union
School,
must
bave
the
on
ballot,
names printed
ing in 1909, has been bound over on the
B. Tracy, of Dickvale, o?er Sunday.
Owen Head, New Sharon.
nomination papers signed by not lee*
of embezzlement of town funds
Mr Leo Lunt has been quite ill for the
Lillian McKusick, daughter of Mr. charge
thau 75 nor more than 130 voters.
to the amount of $7000.
week.
Willard McKusick, 7 years of age, is
Be it understood that no voter is un past
Mr Cecil Putnam burned hia right having a light run uf scarlet fever.
Kev. Frank W. Sandford started Mondor obligation to vote for any man whose
Mr. El wood Pendexter ia spending tbe day night in the care of officers for the
Below hand very badly last Saturday by putname is printed on tbo ballot.
the
stove instead of
into
Mas*.
in
ting
gasoline
States prison at Atlanta to begin
United
Boston,
holidays
the printed uames there will be a blank
Grand ball New Year's night at Odd a ten years' sentence imposed that day
kerosene, vyhile working at the black■pace where the voter may write or smith
shop. He was taken to a phy- Fellows' Hall by tbe Rebekabs.
by Judge Clarendfe Hale. Sentence was
paste in any name he please·.
It burned the skin
at Dixtield.
Election of officers in Denmark Lodge, imdosed on only one of the six counts,
Proceedings at the primary election sician
all off the back of his hand, and burned No. 50. I. O. O. F., Tuesday evening, the others being continued.
will not differ materially from those at
into the cords quite badly.
Dec. 20th.
the regular election, except that each
Two large fires in Aroostook County
Mr. and Mr· Walter Cunningham and
Mr. Harold Perkins was in Portlaod
voter will be furnished with a ballot of
Thursday
piled up the year's total a litat the for Christmas
the
entertainment
fumilv
attended
goods.
the
the party to which be belongs, and
tle more. At Fort Fairfield one busilast
church
evening.
Saturday
of
will
be
ballots of the different parties
ness building was destroyed and another
North Buckfleld.
Mr Ε D. Ham moo, Maurice Tracy,
different color·. The party casting the
dnmaged at a total loss estimated at
were in Rumford last
Knox
Herbert
and
Holman
Mr.
Dec.
In
14,
Salem,
Mass.,
iou
the
elect
at
preceding
highest vote
$30,000. At Houlton the round bouse of
to do shoppiug.
B.
and
Miss
Ida
Pease.
VV
Monk
Saturday
a
so
if
are
a
white
have
ballot,
will
you
ihe Bangor and Aroostook Railroad was
There will be an entertainment, box
Mr. Hamilton R. Keene of South Paris
Democrat that's the color you'll get on
five looomotives.
and a goose sociable at the Union visited bis brother, Mr. C. B. Eeene, re- burned, with
the 17th of next June. If you are a Re- «upper
MClmolhoutte Wednesday evening, Jan. 3, cently.
in the back door of his resihave
a ballot of jaunStanding
will
you
publican
This Is for the benefit of tl>e
1912.
Tbe members of Mountain Grange dence George Ε Macorober shot and
diced yellow, it a Socialist biue.
school. Good music will be furnished
will give adramii at their hall Deo. 27, killed himself at Blddeford Tuesday.
There is however a difference in the
Admission to the entertainment and entitled "Ye Village Skule of Long He was manager of a grain company and
form of the ballot from that used at state
siiciab'e 10 cent· per couple or 15 Ago." Ye liste of ye characters:
No reason was known for
about 50.
elections. The nanei of the candidates goose
If it i· not a pleasant evencents each.
YE SKULK COMMITTER.
ending his life. Seven years ago a
for each office will be arranged in alphanext fair evening.
suicide by cutting
Paul Bennett brother committed
Oeacon Joelah Partridge,
betical order, with a square at the right ing,
Fred Heald his throat and it was understood a cousin
Hezeklah Shook*,
of eacl·, and you will make across iu
Wlnfleld Cutting
Zebedee Von Pelt,
East
Sumner.
in Lynn, Mass., had taken his own life.
the square at the right of each name for
ye νιβιτυκβ.
He leaves a widow and five children.
The funeral services of Rev. D. S.
which you wish to vote. There will be
Mr*. Humility Partridge, (Te Deacon's
no way to vote the whole thing with one Hibb ird, a former pastor, were held at
Kate Buck
wife.)
The chances are that the civil engiAdelaide Mason
Instead ihe form is more like the the Congregational church on Wednes- Mr» Endurance Peterkln·
cross.
students of the University of
neering
Florence
Heald
Parson*
Mr».
Hannah
and
conducted by
Massachusetts form oi ballot, to which day, the 20th inst.,
Maine will have practice in real railroad
MUtree* Charity Homwell Spinster,
of
the
new
Rev. John Butler,
pastor
we shall eventually cm» for our state
Jennie Heald building. The trustees are considering
.the chuicli. Mr. Hibbard died very sud- Mrs. Uoollttle
Myrtle Tucker the
elections.
proposition of arranging with the
bis
at
borne
on
Sunday morning
There i· also an important difference denly
yk ruriLa.
Maine Central Railroad for a spur track
heart
from
in
Me.,
Gorbam.
evidently
in the hours of voting. The polls open
Males :
to the University, wbich is now nearly a
at twelve o'clock noon, and remain open disease. Age SO years and 8 months. Abraham Whltestone
Norman Beasev mile from the Orono station, making a
and
W.
a
Buck
of
Nellie
Miss
Harry
Jonah Partridge
Hibbard, daughter,
nntll nine o'clock, except in towns
haul for coal and freight. The
Charles 8tevens long
Itarbone,
three thousand inhabitants or less, where a lady friend accompanied the remains .loelah
..Harold Steven* growth of the institution, wlfloh now
Ebeoezer Doollttle,
was
where
the
E<«st
Sumner
to
at
six
o'clock.
close
body
they
Peter Paul Peterkln*
Harry Tucker numbers more than 1000 students, InHerbert Spauldlng
Returns are made to the governor and buried by the aide of the wife and a Hud Horuwell,
and attaches, and the great
Llnwood Morse structors
Eimwood Cemetery. A Obail'ah Bang*
council, and canvas*e<1 by them, and the daughter, in
Lawrence Morse interest in the base ball and football
Melchlzedek Llttlrjohn
ν te for nomi
daughter in an almost helpless con- Patrick Von Pelt
Nelson Tucker games, makes it
person having the highest
imposajble for the looal
nation to auy office is declared the nom1 dition is expected to survive but a abort
Females :
to handle the traffic. So
trolley
system
Mr.
Hib
home
in
Gorbam.
In case of a tie, th·· time at the
nee of the party.
Uertrude Bonney it is
Temperance Whltestone
proposed to build a spur traok from
Doris Buck
secretary of state decides between the bard was a beloved and faitbfal pastor Judith Doollttle
the main line of the Maine Central at or
Buck
Blanche
Doollttle
Deliverance
In
churob
Sumnsr
of the Congregational
candidates by lot.
Salvation Doollttle,
Lucy Stevens near Webster station across the college
Within seven days after receiving no- for nearly seven year·, and hi· memory Kellnd* Ba**ett
Dorothy Buck farm to a point near the athletio field.
to
come
for
cherished
successful
be
Pearson
each
will
Ethel
Prudence Peterklns
year·
tice of bis nomination,
The juniors in the civil engineering
Margaret Sturtevant
Several in the near vicinity attended Dots* Skinner
candidate shall send to the secretary of
Warren course are making preliminary surveys
Uertrade
Deborah
Tubbs,
week.
last
Lewiston
at
the
State
of
Domination,
the
his
Grange
•tate
acceptance
Belle Smith to deterosine the cost, and if the spur
Penelope Hornwell,
A Farmers' Institute waa held at
and with it an itemized statement of his
The drama is to be followed by an antl- track is built, practically all of the engimust Grange Hall on Thursday, the 21st inst.,
These
expenditure·
expenditures.
neering work will be done by the
quarian supper and sociable.
not exceed a certain sum. which ia an a report of which may appear later.
students.
Mrs. Meriah Goes is to spend the
follow*: state officers and United States
Hebron.
senators; 11500; members of congress, winter at Mechanio Fall·, it ia reported.
Mr. J. E. Bartlett of Boaton spent »
LIGHTNING KILLS FEW.
Asa Robinaon, senior, is spending the
9500; county officers, 9150 for each ten
few daya with his parenta, Mr. and Mr·.
In 1906 lightning killed only 169 peothousand votes cast in the county at the winter at A. Lincoln Robinaon'· at Au- W. A.
Bartlett, recently.
in this whole country. One's chances
preceding election, or fraction thereof; burn.
Ο. H. Tripp of Rookland was at Mise ple
of death by lightning are less than two
No Chriatmaa festival· at tbe two
members of legislature, in district· havSaturday.
Tripp'a
in a million. The cbano· of death from
ing three or more representative·, 9100, churches this year. Instead a concert at
C. H. George and Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
liver, kidney or stomach trouble is vastly
in district* with a single representative the Congregational church bj the united
George were in Lewlaton last week atgreater, bnt not if Electrio Bitters be
950. Furthermore, although the can- choirs was given on Sunday evening.
State Granges
tending
used, as Robert Madsen, of West Burdidate is allowed to make this expendiTbe Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. E.
Love!I.
lington, la., proved. Four dootors gave
ture for himself, he must certify that no
S. Dunham Tuesday.
him up after eight months ol aafferiig
A. S. Grover has sold aome pine timperson or corporation bas with hi·
Ζ L. Packard W. R. C. will hold their
from virulent liver trouble and yellow
knowledge and cooaent contributed any- ber to Ν. T. Pox, which la being drawn usual meeting Friday afternoon.
janndloe. He was then completely
thing toward hi· nomination.
by William Grover.
On Saturday there will be an all day
They're the
No statement is required from candiD. W. Ruasell ia out of town for a few meeting in Grange Hall with dinner and cured by Electric Bitters.
beet stomach, liver, nerve and kidney
date· who are not successful in getting weeks viaiting In Maaaachusetta and Christmas tree and
exerappropriate
remedy and blood pnrlfler on earth.
the nomination.
Vermont.
ciaea. In tbe evening there will be tbe
Only 50c. at the pharmaoy of the Chaa.
These are the main features of the law.
Mrs. S L. Plum mer, who haa been at uaual tree and exercises In tbe church.
H. Howard Co.
There are many more provision·, regard- the hospital at North Conway for a numing the tilling of vacancies, and other ber of weeks, has returned home. She
Dickvale.
The record deer for Maine for several
necessary matter·, not of general interest can not walk very much as jet bat ia
Born in Dickvale, Dec. 18, to the wife seasons paat was killed near Lombard
under ordinary condition·.
gaining in atrength.
a
L.
of
A.
Child,
daughter.
the
The scholars, who are attending
lake, Washington County, recently.
D. L. Chenery, who has been in poor There are forty-one pointa on the antler·
Professor William R Chapman, direct- different academies from tbii town, are
as well as he of this
not
Is
for
some
health
time,
was
a
few
giant buok, and tbey spread thir•t home for the holidays.
or of the Maine Music Festivals,
ty-four and one-half Inohee from tip to
Tbe infant aon of J. H. Fox has been bas been.
days ago, on bis twenty-tifth anniversary
some.
Win Dixon Is able to be out
Up. So broad are the blades of the
aa director of the Rubinstein Club, given very aick with pneumonia, but at present
The late snow storm makes business antler·, measuring four and one-third
a complimentary dinner at the Waldorf. there seema more hope of hi· recovery.
and five inohee respectively, that tbey
Richard Bachelder le tick wltb pneu- lively.
Mr. Chapman was presented with an
Vernon and Ned Farrar are drawing look more like moose than deer antlera.
engraved atop watch and Mr·. Chapman monia.
J. Benton Oreaaer of Portland, a native timber to West Pern.
with a baud-carved silver mesb bag as
A. C. Hammond, J. Ε Dow and R. S.
A TERRIBLE BLUNDER
•OQvenin of the dinner. John Philip and former reaident of thia town, died
are drawing pulp wood to tbe railSousa was toaatmaeter, aad the liât of very suddenly last week, and was Tracy
to neglect liver trouble. Never, do it.
station.
others participating incladed a number brought here for burial at No. 4 ceme- road
Take Dr. King's New Life Pills on the
Linus Libby la hanling bay from his
of the beet known people ia music in tery. He was tbe eon of Joeepb and
blllonsnees or
first sign of
home.
former
He
Ass erica. It I· said bj the club mem- Harriet Dresser, and born at No. 4.
inactive bowels ana prevent viraient InProviof
White
M.
C.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
a
wife,
ber· that their leader ha· the distinction was 62 year· of age. He leaves
or gall atonea.
They
R I, are visiting Mrs. White's digestion, jaundice
of being the only muaioal director In the son and daughter, also one brother, dence,
liver, atomaoh and bowels and
regulate
Farrar.
A.
J.
Mrs.
father,
two
slitters,
world who has not, in twenty-flve year· J Cbariee Dresser, and
build ap your health. Only 2δο. at C.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Child attended the
of continuous service, missed a siagle Esther A. Kimball of thia town and Mra.
H. Howard Co.'s

Coming; Events.

present.
Jan. 2, 3, 4.—Third annual exhibition of Western
George M. Atwood and family spent
Maine Poultry Association. South Paris.
Christmas at Dixtleld, where there was

Welcomes this Christmas

Day."

—

those]

j

~~

j

μef

constipation,

performance or reh*arsaJ.

Abbie Nagle of California.

State Orange the paat week.

pharmacy.

liquid state to one of plasticity, finally
solidifying and combining in some places

with

these

rocks and in these
granitic rocks such as

older

places forming
gneisses.

the

GRANITES OF MANY KINDS AND COLORS.

Over much of New England, as the
product of these profound disturbances
in early geologic time, there are many
deposits of granite and granitic rock,

suitable for wide range of oconomic purposes, from statue carving to road building. The colors of the rocks are many—
black, white, red, purple, pink, and yellow
These useful and beautiful rocks
have been the subject of special study
by the United States Geological Survey
and the resulting bulletins cover in detail all the quarries of the New England
States. The belief of the authors of the
Connecticut bulletin, geologists T. Nelson Dale and Herbert E. Gregory, is that
at the time of the formation of the granite New England was covered with high
mountains, several thousand feet above
the land of to-day. Professor Gregory
says: "We may be reasonably sure,
therefore, that mountains of folded
strata once occupied Connecticut and
that the granites and gneisses and schists
which we see are but the stumps of
lofty land masseR rivaling the Alps in
height and ruggedness."
THOUSANDS

WORN AWAY.

OF FEET

The great cap of overlying rock into
which the granites were intruded has
since been largely removed by erosion,
so that the granite is now exposed in.
many places. Some conception of the
age of these rocks may be gathered from
the statement of the Geological survey
that the present rate of erosion in New
England is less than one inch in a thousand yeara. A good example of the
remnant of this capping can be seen at
the Waldoboro quarry in Maine. The
presence of this great cover, which prevented the rapid cooling of the magma,
permitted the formation of the granite.
Ha<1 the molten masses been foroed to
the surface and exposed to the air they
would have cooled bo quickly that the
slow process of crystallization would
have been arrested by the sudden passolid state
sage of the material into tbe
and a dense glass similar to tbe obsidian
cliffs in the Yellowstone Park would
the molten
Instead,
have resulted.
masses, forced
sure against a

upward by great prescapping of enormous

weight, cooled and solidified slowly
enough to permit complete crystallization of the liquid or plastic matter, allowing the constituent molecules to ar-

at Birth and Draw tha
Stipend All Hi· Life.
Why need anyone suffer from any
The wife of an English cabinet min- throat or nose trouble* when soothing,
to banister hod promised to stand godmother healing HTOMBI I· guaranteed
baok.
to an Infant and. calling on the parents lab all misery or money
"The undersigned herewith recomchristena day or two previous to the
afflicted
her hus- mends HYOMEI to all who are
that
her
regret
expressed
ing.
with asthma, catarrh, or bronchitis.
his
at
disposal
left
bad
nothing
band
HYOMEI was used by my wife for
of any Importance and that the ouly bronchitis and asthma and I used if for
was
her
godson
bronchitis and sore throat.
thing he could do for
as
It has given relief and permanent reto put his name on the pension list
■ults and I write these few lines for the
a superannuated general postman.
who are afflicted with tbe
The ofTer was accepted. The pension benefit of all
ailments named above." Theodore Boebdurthe
to
parents
was regularly pnld
the Concordia
to Ian, Traffic Manager of
ing the minority of their son and
Cor. Jefferson Ave.
Honse,
Publishing
htm afterward as long as he lived. He and Miami 8t., Concordia, Kas., Jan. 2,
thrived In the world? became an alder- 1911. Chas. H. Howard Co. and drugA comman ànd attained a considerable age. gists everywhere sell Hyomei.
often declaring that he had more pleas- plete outfit including inhaler costs |1 00.
Just
he Extra bottles if needed 50 cents.
ure in pocketing the few pounds
52, 2
It.
drew half yearly from this source than breathe

Superannuated

he derived from the receipt of any othportion of Ills income.
He died a few days after one payment was due, and one of his executors
came to town to anuounce his decease
and to receive the money. On asking

valued at $20,532,958,
New England produced
^$8,749,639, or 42 60 per cent.
The descriptions of the New England
granites are contained In the following
bulletins, any of wbicb may be obtained
on application to tbe Director of tbe
United States Geological Survey at
States in 1910
and of this

was

Washington, D. C. :
Bulletin 313, "Granites

of Maine."

Bulletin 354, "Chief Commercial Granites of Massachusetts, New Hampshire,

and Rhode Island."
Bulletin 404, "Granites of Vermont."
Bulletin 484, "Granites of Connecticut."

Judge Albert B. Savage of Auburn,

been said as tbe pos-

sible Republican candidate for governor
next year, ends the matter with this unequivocal statement: "I am not a candidate for tbe nomination, have not been
and under no circumstances will I be.
This may as weli be said now as at any
time."

It would be of enormous advantage to the
moral welfare of Boston could tbe Rlcheion
trial be avoided, and the parading once more
of the whole dlaguetlns affair before tbe public
be obviated.—Boiton Herald.
Why "Boston," simply, when all New
England, not to mention thousands elsewhere, reads all the details of the Riche■on case

with avidity,

even

with greed?

"Down in Dayton Liquor of Any Kind

Cannot be Bought" is one of tbe headings of an article in the Portland Press.
This gives something of a shock to tbe
recipients of frequent liquor circulars
from Dayton, O., tbe best known town

On readof that name in the country.
ing farther, however, it appears that fc
letter is omitted in the beading, and that
the town that is meant is Daytona, Fla.
Reasons why you should learn to read
your meter are being published in the
papers considerably now, apparently
with tbe approval of the
companies
which furnish the stuff that moves the
meters, even if not directly inspired by
them
Which leads to the observation
that the way meters have been made and
in bas generally been designed to
Some of
iscourage reading them.
them, especially in recent years, are
made so that anyone may know what
they signify; but others are complicated
with some system of multiplication, division and ezoision, so that one bas to
be an expert to Interpret them. TbeD
again, they are almost invariably plaoed
where the customer baa to go to more or
lees trouble to get where he oan see them
at all. Perhaps if a different plan bad
been followed people would not now be
so generally auspicious of a meter as

Sut

they are.

Approve· "Azlacoot Lake."
Editor Democrat :
Beside oommending your article In
last week's Issue of the Democrat, I
wonld like to say that I sincerely hope
that some influential citizen of Oxford
County will enter a protest against tbe
lake being called Sawyer
new made
Lake. They may call tbe dam what tbey
please, Sawyer or anything else, butas

tbe

building

thereof has

entirely spoiled

of the loveliest spots in the connty,
and ruined tbe beautiful Magalloway,
("wild nursling of the Northland") by
all the rights of justioe it abould be railed "Axlscoos Lake," as tbe Falla bave
always been called Axlscoos Falla, and
laat
spelled, too, oorreotly at that, as tbeWhat
syllable Is pronounoed "coos."
do they put In the "h" for?
Axiscooa waa the Indian name of both
tbe mountain and the falla.
An Old Settler
one

The coroner decided that Elmer Hall,
of 8earamr>nt, 19 years of age, tbe last
victim of tbe hunting aeaaon In Main*»,
wm killed by the accidental dlaobarge of
bli own gun.
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WORDSWORTH'S RECITATION.
Way

pastry

'Phone. 19-21.

BLUYSTORES—
ONCE MORE WE FACE THE
REALITIES OF LIFE.
'

wrong, aud
hear."

CHARLES

A great numbei
the
of you have visited
past few weeks.
We
in
You have been generous
your patronage.
Your

SAGE

GUARANTEE
DANDRUFF

COATS, ODD TROUSERS, RUSSIAN
UNDERWEAR, GLOVES, MITTENS.

F. H. NOYES CO.

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.
Successors to S. B. & Z. S. Prince

Mark=Down Sale of
Women's Wool Suits
Now in Progress
Suits that have been

$16.50, priced $10.50.
Suits that have been $18.00, $19.00 and $21.00,
priced $13.50.
THE ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

SARAH ATKINS.

When distributed
Nevada.
NOTICE.
upon a tloor or other level surface
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
within two or three feet of one another has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
they immediately begin to travel toALINTHA A. HEALD late of Buckfleld,
ward α common center and there lie In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AH persons having
bonds as the law directs.
in
a
nest
a
of
huddled like
clutch
eggs
demands against the estate of said deceased
are
to
the
same
for settlement,
desired
A single stone removed to a distance
present
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
of three and u half feet upou being payment Immediately.
FRED E. HEALD.
Dec. 19th, 1911.
released at once started with wonder-

All Our Warm New Year's Greetings
for 1912 from

NOTICE.

J. F. PLUMflER

Scattered over this barren relittle basins from a few feet
to a rod or two In diameter, and It Is
in the bottoms of these that the rolling stones are found. The cause for
the strange conduct of there stones is
NOTICE.
doubtless to be found In tbe material
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
of which they are composed, which ap· has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
peurs to be lodestone or magnetic Iron
KIMBALL PRINCE late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
ore—H&rper'n Weekly.
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
A Legend of Aglncourt.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make
centuries
we
have
For many
English
payment Immediately.
Dec. 19tb, 1911.
LEONARD K. PRINCE.
plumed ourselves upon the victory of
CHARLES H. PRINCE, Agent.
Indeed it le from King
Aglncourt.
Henry V.'s address to bis soldiers on
NOTICE.
that occasion, as given by ShakeThe subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
speare, that the motto of this Journal

Shakespeare unwittingly gives

α

ment Immediately.

DeWl9th, 1911.

We trust you have been so deeply satisfied with the
our
large quantities of Xmas Gifts you have carried from

The subscriber
has been duly
estate of

tion."—London Standard.

from

'

our

splendid

What

can

stock of goods.

be

more

60c

Long Waterproof Leggine

to

Strong, Durable,

Buckle Rubbers, Leather

Rub-

prices

ALL THIS AND SCORES OF OTHER THINGS AT

PLUMMER'S,

J. F.

EUGENE COLE.

Clothier and Furnisher,

NOTICE.

31 Market

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
naa been duly appointed administrator of the

estate of

ETTA RANKIN late of Hiram,
In the County
of Oxtord, deceased, and
gtven bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment lmmedlatelv.
CHARLES J. SMALL.
Dec. 19th, 1911.

South Paris

Square

Trunks, Bags and Suit Oases
<

b"eto,«,«"^U>AY

GIFT,"d 1 h*Ve

*

HEATERS

are no

Wh° drÎVes ίη co,d weatoer.

t0|°*e
«7 Γ and
$ΐ·75
$2.25.

am*

longer

1

91

Ρά\/ΛΓ
I
d VUr,

Maln ·*··

·*·

1 *"

"°BE fortheb*by
an

experiment

but

Bears tit·

Τ*

«

I have them for $i.%$,
MO^. OMHITUCKM
HARM··· βΤΟ*·.

Norway, Main·.

OASTORIA hrllttatsifldChjrfmi

.

prices

Comfortable and Soft Fleece Lined Boots for Men and
Women with Cold Feet.

J3ITI0S Ν

.....

Top

$2.00 to $3.75.

h

i

and Gaiters for all,

$1.25.

bers and Moccasins for Lumbermen and Workmen,

EDWIN ANDREWS late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. AU persons having I hem
demands against the estate of said deceased
Thoroughly Qualified.
desired to present the same for settlement,
"And why do you think." asked the are
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
president, "that you would be an orna- pavment Immediately.
> rrM»
Dee. 19th, 1911.
JAMES 8. WRIGHT.
ment to the diplomatic corps 7"
I
ίο
Μ\5°»
"Sir." replied the applicant, with
NOTICE.
pardonable pride, "'or four years I
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
hud the honor of directing a church lus been duly appointed administrator of the 1
rhoir."—Philadelphia Record.
DANIEL T. FRENCH late of Brown field,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ana
given
bonds aa the law dlreou. All persona
taring de·
I.al>or to keep alive In your breast manda against the estate of
said deceased are
that little spurk of celestial tire, con- lealred to present the save for isStleaent, and
01 Indebted thereto are requested to make
payscience
Washington.
ment Immediately.
Doe. 19U>, Ml.
WAI/NMI P. PEEK»·.

i

suitable to offer to family

We have Stout, Weatherproof Overshoes for Men,
Women and Children, $1.75 to $3.00.

LOANZA W. MOUNTFORT
late of Woodstock,
tn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are dealred to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

and testament of

choose your

to

friends, in the chill of the first New Year's
Ρ
days than something from our Warm Footwear

hereby gives notice that he
administrator of the

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed executor of the last will

now

or

F. MAUD GBAT.

payment Immediately.
Dec. 19th, 1911.

Come Back

New Year's Souvenirs

appointed

countenance to the legend when he
makes the king declare in the above
mentioned address. "Be ye ne'er so
vile, this day shall gentle your condi-1

will

counters that you

NOTICE.

little

Realism With a Vengeance.
"A great deal of fun has been poked
at tho realistic school· of art" say· a
New York artist, "aid It must be confessed that some ground has been given to the enemy.
Why. there recently
« âme to
my notice a picture of an
Assyrian butb. done by a Chicago
man. and so careful was he of all the
details that tbe towels hanging up
were all marked 'Nebuchadnezzar* In
the comer In cuneiform characters."—
Llpplncoti's.

to His Kind Customers.

«rill and testament of
IRA F. MURCH late of Paris,
tn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Ail persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

Is taken, "Familiar In their mouths as
But the French
household words."
have an account of the affair not so
much to our credit It wus arranged,
according to this fable, by the two
leaders that only the nobles on each
side were to fight.
King Henry V.
then artfully ennobled hie whole army
and hence got tbe best of the enemy.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
CATHERINE A. MASON late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and gtven
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
Dec. 19th, 1911.
HORACE A. IRISH.

are

$15.00, priced $9.50.

Suits that have been

found In

gion

NORWAY

(Two Stores)

SOUTH PARIS

NOTICE.

rock.

CAPS FOR LADIES.

CAPS FOR MEN.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she hit*
been duly appointed executrix of the last will
and testament of
MAUCELLUS ATKINS late of Peru,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the lew directs.
All persons having
demands again Ht the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

ful and somewhat comical celerity to
Join its fellows. These Queer stones
are found in a region that la comparatively level and little more than bare

VESTS.

BUY YOU A FUR CAP.

notice.
The subscriber hereby give notice that he
been
ha·
duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
JOSHUA C. HEALD late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and gtven
All persons having
bonde as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are deslreu to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make pavment lmmedlatelv.
FRED E. HEALD.
Dec. 19th, 1911.

Stones.

j

Clothing. We Have It in Abundance. SUITS, OVERCOATS, RAIN COATS, FUR
COATS, REEFERS, LAMB COATS, LEATHER

The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
URBAN J. CAIRN'S late of Parle.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AH persons having
the law directs.
as
bonds
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settleare desired to present the same
ment, and all lnclebted thereto are requested to
make nnyment Immediately
ALMON N. CAIRNS.
Dec. lUtb, 1911.

"Traveling stones." trorn the size of payment Immediately.
Dec. 19th, 1911.
pea to six inches in diameter, are

to us.

stores

Now it's Winter

NOTICE.

Fide of a twenty or thirty foot room
and often extended out into the room
as much as ten feet, in which case the
smooth, flat top was used for a bedstead. the heated surface imparting an
agreeable feeling of warmth durinç
those cold nights of long ago when
such things as covers were quite rare.
Cardinal Polignac of France was perhaps the first to attempt the construe
tiou of a stove wholly of iron, this at
about the beginning of the eighteenth
century. The first real improvement
over
the old Itomnn "stuba" was
brought about by Franklin in the year
One of his efforts produced η
174Γ».
typical base burner, almost perfect and
Stoves were
a model of workmuushlp.
not used in private houses to uny great
extent prior to the year l&tt).—Loudon
Standard.

much

Were you pleased with your purchases
thank you.
If not now or anytime, we
and satisfactorily served?
We are here to satisfy you.
want to know it.

Think of it, dear reader, if PARISIAN
SAGE isn't the most invigorating and
pleasant hair dressing you ever used—
money back.
If it doesn't banish dandruff, stop hair
from falling and do away with scalp
itch—money back. 50 cents at Chas. B.
Howard Co.'s and druggists everywhere.
"PARISIAN SAGE as a hair grower
and scalp cleaner is all right."—Mrs.
Dora M. Daniels, Williamson, W. Va.
"PARISIAN SAGE cured me of terrible itching of the scalp."—Mrs. C. P.
52, 2
Pope, Oxford, Ala.

They Superseded the Roman Stuba In
the Eighteenth Century.
A heating apparu tus called a "stuba"
(stiivei wan widely used among the
higher class of Romans before tbe beThis
ginning of the Christian era.

Traveling

CO.
FOR

answer means

our

AND FALLING HAIR.

STOVES OF IRON.

a

HOWARD

H.

PARISIAN

PROBLEM?

CLOTHING

MONEY BACK DANDRUFF CURE

to

(

THE

SOLVE

TO

YOU

ARE

HOW

petition for an allowance out of personal estate
and surprising—Words- presented by Mary H. Grant, wluow.
to
and
reciting
worth standing apart
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
me in ji garden walk, like a schoolboy
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

I gladly gave myself up

joy and
Many

Christmas 1911 is past with its anticipation,
What has 1912 in store for us all?
bustle.
will be the problems for our solution.

I

for

declaiming—that ut first I whs near to
laughing: but. recollecting myself that
1 had <-<ime thus far to see a poet and
he was «'banting poems to me. 1 saw
that he was right and that I was

PARIS, ME.

SOUTH

35- MARKET SQUARE,

ceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
unless it were the fine eyes, to hint of
remaining in his hands presented by David H.
the poet.
Woodbury.
Wordsworth made no ceremony over
Mary D. Bard late of Hartford, deceased;
for order to distribute balance remainthe visit of the man from a far land, petition
ing in his bands presented by Wlnslow H. Allen,
called
was
he
when
administrator.
hut said Instantly
to greet him. "If you are interested in
Llnwood M. Corbett et ale, minors; petilike to tion for license to sell and convey real estate
my poetry perhaps you will
by Fred H. Corbett, guardian.
Emerson politely presented
liear these lines."
Marah B. Elliott late of Porter, deceased;
what
Is
happened. first account presented for allowance by Jane
agreed. and this
Emerson has himself written the story Marr, administratrix.
The old poet thought
low η for us.
Sophlla II. Buck late of Dlxflelil, deceased ;
dnal account presented for allowance by John
for a few moments, then stood forth M. Holland, executor.
imd related with great animation an
Dana H. Grant of Bethel, a minor; petition
• ntire
for license to sell and convey real estate presentpoem he hud written.
ed by Mary H. Grant, guardian.
the
American
phi"The recitation."
Dana B. Grant late of Bethel, deceased;
wrote afterward, "was so un-

losopher

Dayton Bolster Co.

N.

Washington A. Billings late of Woodit to Wordsworth, says un English
deceased; petition for order to distribute
Wordsworth had Just re- stock,
magazine.
balance remaining In his hands presented by
his
in
S Billings, administrator.
was
Lorenzo
and
turned from a Journey
Sarah B. Elliott late of Porter, deceased ;
pirden writing a poem on what he had
for order to distribute balance remainThe visitor found the great poet petition
seen.
ing In her hands presented by Jane Marr, adbuilt
man,
ministratrix.
haired,
tall,
u white
sparely
David IV. Bemla late of Woodstock, deof a rugged. rustic type, with nothing,

ionised

a

Good All Round Flour at $4.75 per bbl.

Martha \V. Fogg late of Porter, deceased;
probate thereof presented
petition for
Small, the executor therein named.
Amos B. Caswell late of ParlH, deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Nellie M. Thlbodeau, tbe executrix therein
named.

the

few bbls. odd Brands of Flour. Good
and biscuit kind, at $4.50 per bbl.

Also

will and
by Fred C.

English Poet Received
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
When Emerson, the great American
writer, cam·· to Englnnd he paid a visi'h·

Discount

£.

FOR 10 DAYS

the clerk who paid him if it was necesthe
sary to produce a certificate of
death he was answered:
"Oh. no. not in the least I will take
his
your word for It. My father paid
pension as Iwig an he lived, and I have
paid It myself for the last thirty years. they see cause.
Charles B. Davis late of Hiram, deceased;
I am quite sure that the old gentleman
petition that Charles Banktn or some other suitmust be dead by this time."
able person be appointed as administrator of the
This recipient of the public bounty estate of said deceased presented by Abble H.
widow.
bnd been a superannuated postman for Davis,
Goldsmith late of Waterford, deGeorge
of
eighty years.—Exchange.
upward
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Prances Elizabeth Goldsmith, the
executrix therein named.

Here and There.

of whom much bas

CHINA AND LAMPS AT

I'BOBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of tbe estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, In and for
tbe County of Oxford, on tbe third Tuesday of
December, In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and eleven. The following matter
baying been presented for tbe action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, it is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
the Oxpublished three weeks successively In at
South
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Parts, In said County, tnal they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on tbe
third Tuesday of January, A. D. 191*2, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

er

rlass of heaters was Used and immovarange themselves in the orderly maaner
rewhich the microscope reveal· in granite. ble. besides being in several other
The beat of this molten mas· must have spects wholly différant from the modIn Germany and Scandinabeen very great, as it takes from 2000 to em stove
2500 degrees F. to melt granite. Granites via they were used in bathrooms and
are about 2 66 times as heavy as water
hothouses during the middle ages.
and a cubic foot of average granite rock
They were usually constructed of brick,
weighs 165 pounds.
stone or tile and were of immense size.
GRANITE A PROSPEROUS INDUSTRY.
They sometimes covered the whole

The granite Industry of the New England states bas had a healthy growth
and has long been of considerable importance. The production of Maine
granite in 1880 was $1,175.280; in 1000,
«1,568,573; in 1910, $2,315,730.
The total granite output of the United
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Chriat-

Framingbam, Mass., for
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The annual meeting of the Good Cheer
Society will be held at the church Wed-

CHUKCHXS.

ilrst Congregational Church, Rev. Α. T. Mc- nesday.
Whorter. Pastor. Preaching service, 10:4Λ α Λ. ;
Miss Helen M. King is at home from I
Sunday Schoolll :i5 a. M.; Y. P. 9. C. E. 6:00
p. m.;
Evening service 7:iX> P. M.; Church her teaching in Portland for the holiday
i.raver meeting Wednesday evening at 7 Λ) P. M.
vacation.
All. not otherwise connected, are cordially In-

[

Tiled.
Methodist Church. Rev. T. N. Kewley. Pastor
On Sunday. morning prayermeetlng 10 :00 A. M.,
υ reaching service 10 4S a. M.; Sabbath School
League Meeting β 00 P. Μ.,
u * ;
clasprayer meeting Wednesday evening 7:30;
meeting ErMav venlng 7:30.
Pastor
A.
E.
Oavls,
Rev.
Baptist Church,
in Sunday. preaching service lu:45 a. m.; Sab.
β:14 P. M,
ath School li M.; Y. P. S. C. Ε
raver meeting 7 Λ0 p. m.; Wednesday evening
All are
free.
Seats
7:30.
service
prayer
welcome.
w...
Universalis! Church, Rev Chester Gore Miller.
Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at
10:44 A. M. Sunday School at 12 M. Y. P. C. I.
at 7 P. m.

Mrs. L £. Bean, Miss Cora J. Mason
and Pauline are spending a few days in
Portland.

lipworth

j

Em st Martin, who weut to Florida
few weeks since, arrived home Monday

morning-

later on his own account. For thirty or
forty years he collected and bandied eggs
from a large territory in this section of
the state, driving «lay and night and
became one of the best known men in
the county.
F.fteenyears ago he
tired from business, bought the
Sburtleff house on Pleasant Street
South Paris, and has since lived there.
Mr. Ryerson was three times married.
His first wife was Miss Lizzie Andrews,
who lived but two years after
Eimira
The second wife was Mr·.
Chandler. The third, who survives him,
There are no
was Miss Esther Moore.

re^
^an

marriage^

^The*

Mr. MoSparran admitted that practical has been briak.
Work in tbe aboe factories la improvexperience was the basis of bis talk. He
is a farmer, a dairy farmer, keeping ed and there is promise of a big season's
pure bred cows, and running his farm work.
for their benefit.
Harry Everett has put a new planing
Indeed, he said, he

was a farmer and not a
hour be spoke in an

sational way.

speaker.
informal,

For an

conver-

Io farming, Mr. McSparran said, it is
profitable to have a diversity of sources

from which income Is drawn. He illustrated this by citing an acre of potatoes
which he planted with great care this
year. They were almost a total failure,
but as it was only an acre, the failure
did not hurt so badly as if they bad been
a large share of the product of the farm.
He raises corn, fills his silos, and then
still more corn, raises all the bay he can,
all the clover he can, all tLe alfalfa he
can, and all the other crops he can.
The central thought of bis talk was,
produce on your farm as much as you
can of the feed your dairy cattle conThis principle is not to be carsume.
ried to an absurd extreme, for sometimes
raise much more value on an
can
you
acre of some crop to sell than you could
of some crop to feed out. Use judgBut we bave been
ment about this.
pursuing a wrong policy in animal husbandry, in not producing the larger part
of the forage and grain that our animale
We have drifted away from
consume.
agriculture and gone into the transportation business, hauling grain from the
west and sending money back.
We
ought to be producing a large part of
the beef that we consume here in the
east, instead of having it come from

Dr. Charles S. Stuart of Kangeley is I
funeral was held Sunday afterhere to spend Christmas with bis father
noon, and was attended by Rev. Chester
and sister.
Sore Miller of South Pari» and Rev. R.
H. W. Dennison and family are spend- J. Bruce of Norway. The remain.. were
ing the Christmas recess with his parents | placed m the tomb at Riverside
at West Bethel.
tery, and burial will be later m the
ΜΚΚΓΙΝΟ·.
STATKD
at West Sumner.
Mrs.
of
J.
W.
Davis
and
Smith
Dr.
j jemetery
M —Pari
Lodge, No. 94. Regular
r. A A
MRS. 8U8AN BONNEY.
full moon. Fort Fairfield are at Dr. C. L. Buck's
on
before
or
evening
nee'.ng Tuesday
t.O.O. T.—Mount Ml«t Lodge, regular meet- for the holiday.
Mrs. Susan Bonney died Saturday at
wees.—Aurora
each
of
evenli»
Thursdav
Inge.
;he home of her daughter, Mrs. Cbarles
Mr. and Mrs. Wing of Waterville have I
Kni'tmpment, tiret and .hlrd Monday evening*
3. Merrill, in Norway, at the age of
of each month.
been Christmas guests of their daughter,
D. of R.—Mount Pteasan Rebekah Lodge, No.
Mrs. Bonney was the daughter ]
.ears
each Mrs. P. E. Hathaway.
SO, meets second and fourth Fridays of
>f Joseph Briggs of Paris. She married
a »ntn In Odd Fellows' Hall.
meets
No.
14»,
3osea R. Bonney, who died some years |
It. a. R.-W. K. Kimball Poet,
George Abbott was at home for
dr t and thirl Saturday evenings of each mas from Gilead, where he is in the emWalter L.
ieo. She leaves six children.
β..nth, In U. A. R. Hall
Jonney of South Paris; Emery L. Bou-|
ploy of G. E. Leighton.
Wn. K. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the I». A
of
Dr.
of Haverhill, Mass.;
Milroy L.
H., meets Urst and third Saturday evenings
Rev. Milton V. McAlmterof Brunswick iey
each month. In Grand Army Hall.
of Lewieton; Nettie, wife of,
Jonney
meets
with
Christmas
is
the
vacation
S. of V.—Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp
spending
Iharles H. Merrill, with whom she made
the
oa the Urst Tuesday night after the full of
his family at Ο. Ε Barrows'.
1er home; Wilson Bonney of Haverhill,
BOOB.
P. of H.—Paris Grange, ftrom May 1 to Oct. 1,
Fletcher of] lass.; Elmer C. Bonney of Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
the
tarées Urst and third Saturday; during
1rs. Bonney was a member of the Nor-1
are at Al mon Churchremainder of the year, meets every Saturday, In Worcester, Mass.,
il.'s for the holiday vacation.
ray Methodist church, and the funeral
Grange Hall.
of
U. Ο. β. C.—Second and fourth Mondays
fonday afternoon was attended by Rev., Chicago.
Mrs. J. F. King, who had been in Dr.
The value of the silo, the speaker said,
ca u month.
5
C. Wentworth, the pastor of that
Ν. E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge. No. 1S1.
in Portland for
King's
hospital
hurch. Interment was in Norway 1 ine he had never questioned. He was one
me is second and fourth Wednesday evenings
of the first to use it, about thirty years
weeks, returned home Saturday.
of ach month.
»rove Cemetery.
'·. of P.-Hamlln Lodge. No. 31. meets every
ago, and he had always used and talked
of Tate Springs.
Cole
Mrs.
Archie
Hall.
r *iay evening at Pythian
CHARLES U. SWAN.
it. Neither is the value of the manure
T>.'nn is here, called by the illness and
Charles Henry Swan died at his home questioned. It is cared for as carefully
Ralph Ham of Portland in visiting at death of her uncle, Wallace Ryerson.
η Alpine Street, on Saturday, Dec. 1j, is the milk, and no more of it is wasted
J. H. Jones'.
Miss Maud Cartel and Miss Nettie! t the age of 53 year·. He had for a than there is of the milk.
from
home
Lynn, Getchell are here from Boston to spend inC time been a sufferer from Bright ·
Corn, bay and red clover were discussPhilip King is at
the holidays with Miss Carter's people.
ieease
Mr. Swan was born at N"rth ed as feeds, and then alfalfa was taken
Mass., for Christmas.
'arie the son of William B. and Mary up. At this point some of the audience,
A few days of sleighing last week I
Hon. Α. Π Walker of Bridgton was
He married LUIa *ho wanted to know about alfalfa, and
are (Dunham) Swan.
and
out
the
Christmas
business,
in town on business Tuesday.
helped
[ I Farr.
whoeurvives him, with one son,, L. £. Mclntire of Waterford, who has
has
been
the
trade
good.
quite
generally
Although you may not have noticed
•arlSwan, who is employed in a shoe already an experimental piece of it, beThe annual parish meeting of the
at
Lewieton. Mr. Swan had ?an to ask questions. Mr. McSparran
it, the days are growing longer.
Universalis church has been called fur | ved at South Paris for a number of in reply stated that alfalfa bay is not
Mise Susie E. Porter is at home for
the second Tuesday in January, the 9th.
ears, and had been engaged >n farming, iqual to good red clover hay, but it is
the holidays from her teaching in Portad worked in the shoe factory and at nevertheless very rich feed. If a ton of
land.
George U. Clark came home Saturday
ainting. He was a member of the wheat bran is worth $27, a ton of alfalfa
the Massafrom
for
the
night
holidays
from
Miss Julia P. Morton is at home
lethodist church at
Norway. Tie may safely be reckoned as worth $21.
chusetts Institute of Technology at Bosher teaching in Abington, Mass., for the
uneral was held Monday afternoon, con- He showed no over-enthusiasm in the
ton.
ucted bv Rev. B. C. Wentworth, assist- matter of alfalfa, but with proper care
holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Lane of
considered it a crop that farmers should
d by Rev. E. A.
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgerly is spending a
land were with Mrs. Lane's parents.
endeavor to raise.
week with her sister, Mrs. E. P. I'ariin,
the
from
Schools.
Notes
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Fletcher, to «pend
A dinner was served in the dining
at Wilton.
Christmas.
room by the ladies of Paris Grange.
At the afternoon session tbe first
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Barnes of PortThe Parie schools closed Friday for a
It is urged that as many as possible
was C. E. Embree, sales manland have been spending the Christmas
aeation of twu weeks, to reopen Jan. 8. speaker
be present at the meeting of the Pythian
recess at T. S. Barnes'.
ager of tbe Long Island Potato ExSisters this evening Tuesday, Dec. 26.
Names of scholars not absent one-half change, of Riverhead, Ν. Y. Mr. EmMr. and Mr·. Alton C. Wheeler left Refreshments will be served.
bree gave a more or less detailed account
ay in the fifth grade:
Wakein
few
a
to
days
Saturday
spend
leesle Campbell,
The first division of the Universalist
of the work of this exchange, which is
tield and Boston, Mass.
Hutch.
AinV
L'Ouïe»
Good Cheer Society meet with Mrs. Her-1
an organization of six hundred farmers
\it
urSu
Karl Johnnon.
""
•*rt0"
home
rick this Tuesday afternoon to make
of eastern Long Island. The exchange
I.
Miss Mabel (*. Hathaway is at
Raymond Shaw.
teachher
Wa!ker'
from
for the holiday vacation
buys tbe fertilizer and much of tbe
rangements for the January supper.
other supplies for these farmers, and
Absent one-half day:
ing in Rockport, Mass.
Mr. aud Mrs. Roy E. Cole and Morton
sells their produce, which is quite largeMaxim,
Obex*
Miss Nellie L. Whitman and Miss V. Bolster were at Bethel Monday night
ly potatoes, in tbe New York market;
been
Paul
C.
have
spending to attend the wedding of Mr.
Emma E. Shurtleff
not absent one-half It ie necessary to watch the market very
scholars
of
Names
that
in
Hall
of
Portland.
M.
Thurston and Miss Elsie
the past few days
closely, so as to avoid putting the potaay in the sixth grade:
town.
toes into a market already overloaded.
Mrs, Nettie Tirrell went Monday to
Austin
Reane.
Aubrey
It is impossible, said Mr. Embree, to
Humlin Lodge, K. of P., will elect
Locke's Mills to stay a few days with the
Gustave Porter.
lll.
Paul Fletcher.
officers next Friday evening, also confer
get rid of all tbe middlemen, but it is
family of her son, George Tirrell.
the rank of Kuighf, after which refreshAbsent one-half day:
possible to get rid of two out of three of
Hiram Lovejoy suffered an injury to
All members are
ments will be served.
them, and tbis tbe Potato Exchange is
!urton Clifford.
hi· hip by falling Tuesday, but no bones
doing. It controls both ende of the
requested to be present.
were broken, and he Is doing well.
business, tbe buying of the farmers, and
had
for
Ε.
X.
Anderson
Mr.
and
Mrs.
had
a
sixth
fifth
and
The
|
at
grades
the selling in the city, which is tbe
Special train to "Madame -Sherry"
Mrs
Mr.
and
over
afterhristmas
Christmas,
guests
Thursday
evenprogramme
the Empire, Lewiaton, next Friday
proper course. For three years it has
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph | oon as follows:
Frank
Needham
of
sale
a
had to fight for its existence, and it
good
ing. There has been
Annette Austin
Thompson of Portland, and Mr. and Mrs. title Ruth's Christmas,
finds its opponents do their best work
seats here.
Christinas
N. W. Ordway of Old Orchard.
horue.
Frank Packard among the farmers themselves, who, aH
he Night Before Christmas,
several
left
days
Packard
U.
Dr. F.
is well underetood, are tbe hardest clan*
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Herrick enter-1 onunJrums.
an oraoge
ago for Florida, where he has
Agnes Wescott uf people to unite for their own benefit.
fhy we Have Christmas,
F.
mos1: of tained at Christmas dinner, Mrs. J.
will
A Christmas Carol
he
where
horus,
and
spend
grove,
Etta Seely Even now the fertilizer dealers are sellPenley, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Peuley, Missj hristmas,
the winter.
Burton Clifford ing below cost in our territory, but tbe
Bertha Penley, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith, [ <ld Christmas,
Tena
Newton j
Christmas Story,
farmers know that is simply to drive tbe
The Citizens Telephone Co. will hold Miss June Smith, Mr. R. F. Herrick.
Christmas Bells
horus,
its annual meeting in the assessors
Tree association out of business, and they are
Christmas
The
onccrt
Recitation,
Guests
at S. C. Ordway's for Christmas
at
FI were ao Eskimo,
Raymond Shaw loyal to the organization.
office next Monday evening, Jan 1,
Mrs. H. C.
were Mr. Ordway's mother,
hrt»tmas Wishes
From 50 to 75 cents per barrel more is
7:."i0 o'clock.
Deck the Halls
boni».
Ordway of Woodstock, Mrs. Newton of
Paul Fletcher received by the Long Island growers for
anta Claus,
Robert W. Wheeler, who has been In a Gothic Streef, and Mr. Johnson, who is
and
Uernlce
Kerr
Doris
xercUe,
.Simpson their potatoes than others receive, and
few here on a ten
Gustave Porter
days' furlough from the he Second Table,
drug store in Portland for the past
tbis is largely due to tbe care exercised
Portsin
Land
store
Santa
Claus
a
horus,
drug
months, is now in
battleship Virginia.
and grading.
Arthur Wlthara and Gladys Hatch in sorting
xerclse,
mouth, Ν. H.
A chain of organizations are wanted
The quick rise of water from the rain
that by co-operation can control the
Robert L. Whittle, who has been ill the last of the week took out the work
The that had been done at the dam stopping
Exercises appropriate to the Christmas supply of the market, and prevent dewith typhoid fever, ie improving
fever is gone, and he is slowly gettiug a the leak at the end of the old woodeu | eason were held Thursday in the Shurt- moralizing it. Each section should be
ίίϊ Intermediate School, comprising the organized, and there should be a state
little strength.
dam. and it will be necessary now to bebird and fourth grades, Miss Helen M. organization.
anew with the repairs.
Harold and Carrol! Cutting are here gin entirely
G. A. Yeaton, assistant horticulturist
iarnes, teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. E S. Maxwell bad three |
from Lynn, Mass., for Chriatma·, and
of the state agricultural department,
Edward
a
them
for
with
friend,
are accompanied
of their daughters
by
spoke briefly, earnestly advocating coChristmas—Mrs. Frost of South FramDoen of Lynn.
The names of those in the Shurtleff operation as urged by the previous
of
Sabattus,
ingham, Mass., Mrs. Chase
>uc
inns Aiamitj rieiu, «uu is u»c
'rimary School not absent one-half day speaker. The Oxford Bears Fruit
and Miss Edith Maxwell, who teaches in
growers' Association of Buckfield bas
a«siatants in the high school at KenneuriDg the fall term are:
the
for
is
at
home
Melrose, Maas., and
Esther Pratt,
made a good start in that line this year,
,nnle Clifford,
bunkport, ia spending the holidays at holiday vacation.
Robert Hick.»,
lorls Hatch,
said the speaker, and he added parenher home here.
Pauline Mason.
" Ilrlam Scott,
The next important event here is the
thetically that two-thirds of tbe capital
Δ Urge number of the Patron? of Husone-haif
but
Those absent
day:
exhibiprizes for fruit awarded by the Maine
at- poultry show, the third annual
were in
from
this
vicinity
Martha
bandry
Kletcber,
Corn and Fruit Show were placed within
tion υ( tbe Western Maine Poultry A s so- l· Kathleen McWhorter,
Kilwarlf.
* lltner Thurluw,
1'hyllle
tendance at the meeting of the State
a radius of ten miles of the spot where
ciation, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursabsent
one
Those
Grange in Lewiaton last week.
only:
day
be then stood. Saying that be could be
day of next week. Entries already in inLillian Newton.
1 [ermon Noyee,
here frequently, while Mr. McSparran
B. P. Adkine watt smiling broadly dicate a large exhibition, with tbe qualiRobert Hicks has been present every could not, Mr. Yeaton then yielded the
Friday morning, having been informed ty up to the standard set in previous
t alf day for five terms, and Doris Hatch rest of his time to tbe other speaker.
that he was grandpa by a telegram from years.
e very half day for three terme.
Mr. McSparran was asked to give bis
hi* «on, II. D. Adkine, of Portland, Ct.,
deteam
ball
Lumley Castle basket
method of raising calves, from birth unon Thursday.
tbe
at
of
'he
Crescents
feated
Norway
Who Mis s Prentiss Was.
til they are cows. In response he detailThe next supper of the Good C'teer Dpera House. Monday evening by a score
Mrs. Godfrey of Bangor, a daughter of ad his method. In tbe first place be
Jan. i>f 18 to 13. Gould Academy of Bethel
on
be
will
evening,
Tuesday
Society
lie late Henry Prentiss of that city, and secures tbe best sire be can find, not
2. The program will be musical, by was
leading in its game with tbe
niece of the Miss Prentiss referred to, hesitating to pay $200 or even more.
singer· and players from South Paris Norway Regulars, when an accident to
rrites as follows to a relative, who Then be mates this animal with merione of tbe baskets interfered, so that the
and Norway.
torious females. The calf is cared for
asses it to the Democrat:
was not completed.
"The Oxford Democrat recently had with great particularity, at every stage
The University of Maine students game
of growth. After describing in detail
η item, 'Who was She?' which states
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Wbeeler entertaincame home Friday night for the holiday
vacation—Albert King and Karl Kimball ed a family party of twelve at Christmas hat Ά Miss Prentiss of Paris, Maine, hi* care, the speaker said, this may
Howard G.
rallied up from the Glen Aug. 22, 1856, seem fussy to yon, but it is worth while.
of the class of 1014, and Harry A. Tit- dinner, which included
rithout a guide, in a snow storm, to the I want my cow· the best that can be
Wheeler of Manchester, Ν'. II., Col. aud
comb and Kalph Kasson of 19l">.
made. Calves are to make the cows,
Mrs. A J. Stearus of Norway, Mr. and
op of Mount Washington.'
Miss S. L. Pratt, designer for Mrs.
"I think that Miss Prentiss1 name was and they are valuable property, and
Mrs. Roy E. Cole of Ashland, Mam.,
returned
store,
the
in
millinery
Smiley
arah Jane Prentiss. I should not be should have all the care that can be
Stanley M Wheeler, Robert W. Wbeeler,
to her home in Yarmouth several days
ο sure about the date.
Frank H. Rumpus, Miss Carrie Mathews
My sister and I given them. Any neglect of the calf
since. It is reported that she is to enwill make a streak that will show in the
rere talkiug of the matter last summer,
and Miss Mary Abbott.
soon.
gage in business in Yarmouth
said it happened the first of September, cow. Then I always breed the heifer
A neglected Christmas custom receiviut my sister believed it was in August. back to her sire, to intensify tbe family
A number of the teachers have gone ed attentioo Monday morning, when a
know Aunt Sarah climbed Mount characteristics.
to their homes for the vacation. Miss band of carol singers consisting of nine
In concluding hi· talk Mr. McSparran
Vasbington alone. She enthusiastically
Jeanne M. Towle to Wiscasset, Miss young ladies from the Baptist church
her sensations in the thought advocated jusc such intelligent breeding
Susan M. Kecdrick to Litcbtield, Miss made the rounds of the village, their old of
hat she was putting her foot where as an inducemeut to tbe best of the boys
Florence A. Gordon to Brewer, and Miss visits being a surprise to nearly every
It was to see profit and intellectual exercise in
ever
trod before.
>one bad
Florence Sanborn to Saco.
one.
In the course of their travel* they
wfully strenuous, but I think that, to the work, and thus "keep the boys on
went to tbe jail, and Mr. Cole let them in
ae, if there was some snow, she did not the farm."
H. H. Stuart, principal of Cony High
Nowbere else was their
to sing inside.
hink it necessary to mention it. She is
School at Augusta, and family, are
there.
than
more
appreciated
singing
hs
ikely to have met some snow before
spending the holiday vacation with W.
Large Meeting of State Orange. <
xriving at the top."
BOLSTER DISTRICT.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stuart.
the
Unifrom
The Democrat bad supposed that the
E. Stnart is also at home
of the largest meetings ever held
One
John Small is selling white tlame iiss Prentiss referred to was Miss Sarah
versity of Maine law school at Bangor.
tbe Maine State Grange was that at
lamp burners.
f. Prentiss, but is glad to have this con- by
Lewiston last week, there being a record
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. B. Crockett have
of it. Miss Prentiss was a
George Brown and wife of Caribou irmation
breaking attendance at nearly every
their three daughters with them for the
known
Paris
well
a
of
oember
family,
were recent guests at J. S. Brown's.
session, and great interest in all tbe
,nd was especially noted for her poetic
holidays—Mrs. C. A. Record and son
Mile· of Haverhill, Mass., Mrs. Leon S.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Brown attended the iOd artistic tastes and ability. She died proceedings.
According to tbe report of tbe secreMiss State
Fairbanks of Newtonville, and
At the time of climbing Mount
η 1877.
Grange at Lewlston last week.
tary, there ie now a membership of
Ethel C. Crockett, who is teaching in
have
must
in
she
1S56,
Vashington,
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler and children have
57,031 in the state. Ten subordinate
Haverhill.
>een about 32 years of age.
gone to South Acton, Mass., to spend
granges have been organized during the
year, one reorganized, and two Pomona
Advertised letters and cards in South Christmas with relative·.
The New Automobile Law.
granges organized.
Paris post office Dec. 25, 1911:
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Mason and son
With the first of January a new law
Oxford County has 35 granges with
Mr. Albert Thome.
James are staying at Mrs. A. O. Wheelthe
effect
into
reglstraregarding
Block.
411Θ member*, a number exceeded by
;oes
L.
Mr.
in Massachusetts.
she
is
while
er's
Instead of one
A. D. Coburn, (card.)
ion of automobiles.
only five of the large counties of the
H. r. William, (card.)
Mrs. Annie Swett was called to Wakeegistry fee for each car, there will then state.
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
is
of
this
amount
The most important part of the report
held, Mass., last Thursday to help care >e an annual fee. The
for automobiles of 20 horse power and of tbe legislative committe is that in
for her sister, Misa Eunice Fobes, who
Mrs. W. J. Wheeler, who had been
20
between
for
automobiles
inder, $10
which the adoption of the recall is urged.
is ill.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Roy Ε Cole,
ind 35 horse power, 115 for aatomobiles The resolution favoring tbe recall was
in Ashland, Mass., since Thanksgiving,
for
motor
35
horse
$10
>ver
power;
not adopted, however.
Card of Thanks.
returned home Tuesday night. She was
:rucks or automobiles used for commer▲ resolution was adopted protesting
Wo'ds cannot express our apprecia- çai
accompanied by her daughters, Mrs. A.
for motor cycles, $10
f3
purposes,
against tbe calling of a special session of
J. Stearns of Norway, who bad been at tion to our very kind neighbors and from traction
engines or log haulers.
tbe legislature.
Ashland for som« weeks, and Mrs. Cole. friends for the kindness shown us in our
Manufacturers and dealers in automoResolutions were passed calling for a
wish our
Mr. Cole came Friday, and tbey will re- double bereavement. We
are
to
trucks
auto
îiles or
required pay bureau of Information on farm crops, a
main here through the holiday vacation. thanks to extend especially to Mrs. C. ι fee of $25 for privilege to purchase,
law to stamp out tbe olgarette habit
H. Kimball, who stood by as by day and
iemonstrate, sell and ezohaoge auto- among boys, and calling for a ratificaTwo services were held Monday at by night with untiring sympathy.
mobiles and auto trucks. Each manu- tion of tbe arbitration treaties now pendCatholic Cbnrch on
St Catherine's
Mrs Ε V. Canwell.
facturer or dealer in motol· cycles is reing in tbe United States Senate.
Pleasant Street, and service· will be held
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Thibodkau.
quired to pay a fee of $6.
Petitions were given out asking Gov
hereafter regularly every Sunday at 10:30
11b. and Mrs. W. 8. Mason.
The fee for a licenae to operate an au- ernor Plaisted to recommend that tbe
Rev. Fr. J. Drolet Is in charge,
A. M.
Also All or thb Grandchildren
tomobile, motor truck or traction engine Legislature enaot a law to allow every
having under bis care the town· of Paris
AND BltbTHKRS.
Is fixed at $2.
voter to register, within hi· party, his
and Norway, and the territory on the
Non-residents may
operate motor choice for President of the United
line of the Grand Trunk as far north as
Card of Thanks.
vehicles in the state for a period not ex- States, and delegates to national and
Gilead. He remains here,
having a
We wish to express oar heartfelt ceeding thirty days without registration. district
boarding place near the church.
conventions.
thanks to our friends and neighbors for
All fees received by the secretary of
Officers wefe elected a· follows, moat
tbeir kind assistance in oar time of need state under the provisions of this act are of them
Though th· traveling was something and
beinfc re-elections:
sorrow of the loss of a loving wife
indifferent or worse, as far as comfort
required to be turned over to the state Master—C.
Sfstetson.
mother.
and
weather
to
be
Christmas
the
treasurer, monthly,
was concerned
appropriated Overseer—EfC·
Fatten.
Mr J. Q. Allkn.
ind used for the repair, maintenance and
Lecturer—η w. McKeen.
wai most delightful, and people enjoyed
Hall.
F.
W.
Allen.
Mr
well
has
been
It
of
the
state
Steward—Dfo
«instruction
season
Cbriatmaa
Th·
It
highways.
BoberU.
Asst. StewaJu—A.
Mr. H. L. Allen.
has been estimated that under the proobserved throughout. There were speLittle.
Chaplain—Bev. J·
Mr and Mrs. William Fratt.
visions of this aet from $80,000 to
Treasurer-*:. E. Addlion.
cial music and other service· at all the
Mr. and Mrs. Hakkt Dudley.
Secretary-*. H Llbby.
churches Sunday morning, and Chriat1100,000 will be reoeived from automoG. K.—8 Wcuabman.
Mr. and Mks Ernest Brooks.
bile owners, which may be used upon
ma· concerta Sunday evening at the
Flora—Mil C. S. Stetson.
PaUen.
the highways of the state.
M«thodi*t and Baptist church··. A supPomona—Br». E· Ç.
Ceres—Μ
Λ. Kate Ellis.
Although there is mach skepticism aa
per and tree at the Universalis church
the
Board
of
recent
order
of
State
A
at
the
to the rails ever being laid, the projectSaturday evening, and the aame
includes chicken pox among the
so good for a sore throat as
Congregational and Methodist churches ors of the Eastern Maine Railway, from Health
There's
whioh mast be promptly re- Dr. ThoraiX Eclectic Oil. Cures It In a few
without
sap- Brewer to Houlton, 108 miles, are hav- jlseases
Monday evening, and a tree
ported to the local boards of health. hoars. BeKevesany pain la aay>eart.
ing a working survey made.
par at the Baptist Monday evening.
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NORWAY.

South Paris.

Coming immediately after the session
of the State Orange, it was bnt natural
WALLACE RYIBSON.
that the fermera" institute at South
Wallace Ryereon died at hi· home In
Carl S. Briggs is at bone for the hull·
Frank H. Beck ii patting» beating
Paris on Friday should be lightly atSouth Paris Saturday, from Bright·
from
Tufts
Denta'
day»
College.
I
tended. A «mall number who were all plant Into hla Main Street garage to beat
disease, with which be had been affected
the
interested in the proceedings were presworkshop and oifioe.
Miss Bertha Pealey of West Paria is a for some
time, though be wu confined ent at the forenoon
Tbe condition of the roada la auch aa
and
in the
session,
I guest of her sister, Mrs. Herrick.
bed
few
hi»
a
to
only
day·.
to afford very good anrface (or aleigha
afternoon a larger number were out.
Mr Ryerson was born in West Sumner,
Mies Kannv Chapman is at home from
S. Boutelle, master of Paris and aatoa. Teaming la much improved
George
in
the
house
at
the
foot
April 11, 1828,
I Gorham Normal School for the holidays. of
called the meeting to order in alio.
the steep hill which was hi· home Grange,
The village schools closed Friday for
Tracy Pierce has returned from ( until hi· removal to South Paris fifteen Grange Hall at about 11 Λ. m., and inone week or until Jan. 2d.
Orleans, Mass., and is employed at Nor-| years ago. Hi· father had a large farm, troduced as the first speaker, a man who
Tbe trader· report an unuanal amount
he said would speak as not all institute
way.
the cultivation of which be continued
speakers do, from practical experience, of buaineaa for this time of year. While
Miss Carrie A. Gray is at home from j He also engaged in the egg bu»ineea, at Wm. F.
buslneea is ordinarily good thia season it
McSparran of Furniss, Pa.
South
the holi- first in company with Jacob Howe, aod

SOUTH PARIS.

Commencing

quite ill.
spending

Dr. F. W. Rounds ia
mat in Maiden, Mum.

somej

[

"tory

Port-1

Davie^

|

ar-1

|

|

ÏJ^DoMe*'

uth'Thurlow,

Kl^el

Dennieon.veiynWm.

eorTMer
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nZthlng

WOMAN

AND

MAN AT STOW

FATALLY

INJURED BT FALLS.

A strange happening was that at Stow,
where two people in the aame household

Doan's Kidney Pill·
fatally Injured within a few days. cared.
The atory wae told
Mr·. Betay Irish, housekeeper at the
home of Eugene Charles, 80 years residents.

of age, fell down stairs and sustained infrom the effects of which she died
aboat a week later, on the 17th inst.

juries

The funeral was held on Tuesday the
10th, attended by Rev. Β. N. Stone of

Pryeburg. While harnessing his
immediately after the funeral to

For Sale.

holiday season.

Kimball.
Florence and Edith Rideout of Bates
are with their mother, Mrs. B. S. Rideout, during the holiday vacation.
Frank Bell and wife of Portland are
the guests of Mrs. Bell's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James 0. Crooker, this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Sargent spent
Christmas with their daughter, Mrs. II.
R. Eaton, in Attleboro, Mass.

Company

Sleighs.

South Paris.

For Sale.
Good

heavy

She was
Dr. King's New Discovery.
down in her bed, not able to get up without help. She bad a severe bronchial
tronble and a dreadful cough. I got her
a bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
and she soon began to mend, and was
well In a short time." Infallible for
eoughs and colds, it's the most reliable
remedy on earth for desperate Inng
tronble, hemorrhages, lagrippe, aathma,
hay fever, croap and whooping oough.
50c., $1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by the Chas. H. Howard Co.
Edward Poalln of Saco, a painter, 40
killed by a
years of age, waa struck and
passenger train at Blddeford Monday
evening. Poulln was walking on the
track at the time and persons who saw

him state that the man was apparently
as he was staggering considerably.
He leaves a wife and two children.

I had pains across the small of my back
and if I was in one position for a short
time I bad difficulty in straightening.
The kidney secretions were also unnatural and irregular in passage. I finally
procured a supply of Doan's Kidney Pills
at Chas. II. Howard Co.'s Drag Store,
aad less than the contents of three boxes
removed the pain and regulated the
I
passages of the kidney secretions.
highly recommend Doan's Kidney Pills."

«m, restores

ruddy, sound health.

from that

class Suit

RICHARDS,

high

see.

WERE $19.00, NOW $12.50.
WERE $12 50, NOW $9.50.

SUITS of grey mixture, satin lined.

WERE $12 50, NOW $9 50.

SUITS of black serge.

■Webster*
New

INTERNATIONAL
Dictionary
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER?
it is

Rpraut*
P
C

a

NEW CREA·

TION, covering every
field of the world's thought,
action and culture.

new

Τbe only

unabridged dictionary

NORWAY,

ffl

many years.

MAINE

define· over 400,000
Words; more than ever
before appeared between two
covers, a 700 Pages. 6000 Illustrations.

Reran**»
pecau8e

11 the only dictionary
with the new divided
"
page. A 8troke of Geniua."

Because

Reran**
■

Because
Press

ia an encyclopedia In
single volume.

a

as

18 accepted by the
Courts, School· and

thorlty.

the

If you

supreme αα·

one

ho who know· Winβ
Success. Let us tall
you about this new work.

Recause

wun

for iptclman of

saw

thinking about underwear—

are

you to come in and see
We have all kinds of good

we want

our

stock.

un-

derwear in stock.
Gray Medlicott,

dlrldtd pit·.

G.* C.MERRIAM CO.. PUU4.n.S»rii«fi*U.tfi«.

I^UuttoD

best made, for

$2 50

single breasted,

Natural gray,

Util p»p«r, roc*T« FUI a ni of poclrt Bip·.

(150

Citmel'e uatr, double breasted,
11 50
Natural gray, double breasted,

ANNUAL MEETING.

$1 18

The annual meeting of the Oxford
County Patrons of Husbandry Mutual
Fire Insurance Company of South I'aris
will be held at Grange Hall, South Paris,
10
on Saturday, January 13, 1012, at
o'clock A. M., to elect a Board of Directors and transact such other business as

single breasted,

Natural gray,

$1.00

Wright's lleece lined underwear,

$1 00

13,:

legally done.

Heavy

fleece lined underwear, 50c

Cooper

50c
knit natural gray unions,

Jersey knit underwear,

F

ecru

color,

$:).00
Natural gray unions, up to 50 size,

Ε

Natural gray unions, up to

11

Jersey knit unions,

ecru

$2.00

50,
$1.50

color,

$1.00

Every piece of underwear in this
store was bought this season. Nothing carried over. All new.

H. B. FOSTER
One Price Clothier
MAINE

NORWAY,

If there's anything you want in the
hay, grain, feed, seed or salt line—we've
got it. We've not only got it—we've got
the prices on it that are so reasonable
and the quality so good that we are
bound to please you. Better give us a
trial when next in the market—do it to-

day!

We have just received a car of Town
Talk Flour which gives such excellent
satisfaction to those who have used it.
Why don't you order a barrel and try it
and be convinced?

&

C. B.

Norway,

Footwear for Cold Weather
in the line of Cold Weather Footwear
outdoor
for MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN, for both
and indoor wear.
We have

Felt Lined Boots.

A large
I

Maine.

to its

Hundreds of thousands have been able to testify
curative powers in the last 100years. Great remedy
taken internally for Diarrhoea,Coughs,Colds, etc.
25c and 60c BottUi. Sold Everywhere.
L S. JOHNSON Λ CO., Boston, Mass*

COMPANY,

TRUST

A PRIVATE CKECK ACCOUNT.
RURAL FREE DELIVERY.

and the lowest

possible prices.

Norway, Maine.

Opera House Block,

Telephone 38-2.

25 Per Cent Discount.

Until January 1st we are making a discount of
26 per cent on the balance of our HOLIDAY GOODS.

Included in this sale are Toys, Dolls,
Games, Stationery, Leather Goods, Perfumes, Fancy Goods, &c.
We also have quite a list of 60c copyrights that we are closing out at 35c each,
3 for $1.00.
Now is your chance to procure
ONE WEEK ONLY.

genuine bargains.

ΑΓ THE PHARMACY OF

THE TELEPHONE.
Three greatest blessings for the farmers in
modern times.

variety

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

ANODYNE

Liniment.

everything

of
Including Wool Boots, Leggins, All Kinds
Rubbers, Arctics, Wool Slippers,

JOHNSON'S

PARIS

^t very low price. Come and

SUITS of dark brown mizlure.

Sufferers from Rheumatism
Lame Back, Swellings, Sprains, Lameness—
there is quick relief for you in

Covers
101 Yearm
1810-1911

a

aatin lining and revert, panel
SUITS of black and navy cheviot, Skinner's
■kirt. WERE 115 00, NOW $11.50.
can say that i have had no symptoms of J
Skinner'· satin lining.
kidney trouble since Doan's Kidney Pills
SUITS of black and navy serge in tailored model,
cured me In 1008. I cannot say too much
WERE 116.50, NOW 112.50.
in praise of tbis remedy."
black velvet collar, saMn
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
SUITS of dark blue India twill, plain tailored style,
Foster-Uilburn Co.. Buffalo, New York,
50.
112
NOW
lined. WERE 118.00,
sole agents for the United States.
velvet collar and Skinner'·
Remember the u*me—Doan's—and
SUITS of black and navy India twill. Persian
52
take no other.
00.
aatin revere. WERE «24.75. NOW $15

South Paris.

price

purchase

can

you

A LASTING CURE.
On July 10, 1011, Mr. Merrill said: "I !

M. L. NOYES,

Itm Fame

price, and

(Statement given July 25, 1908.)

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.
SOUTH

MAINE

PARIS,

CyOur 1912 Calendars are
already had one, call for it.

EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE A
CHECK ACCOUNT.

here,

If you have not

It is Safe, Sure and Satisfactory.
After you have once tried it you would no
do without it than you would to take out
carrier that he
your telephone, and tell the mail
need not bring the mail any more.
more

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE AN ACCOUNT,
COME AND SEE US.

PARIS

COMPANY,

TRUST

SOUTH

PARIS.

ill

JS®

for six stores reduced the cost to purchaser
materially. Now they have been marked down

new.

Optometrist.

SAVED HIS WIPE'S LIFE.
"My wife would have been in her
H. Brown of
grave to-day," writes Ο.
Muscadine, Ala., "if it had not been for

Irving Merrill, Alpine Street, Soath
Paris, Maine, says: "▲ few months ago

work harness.

36tf

S.

says:
The fight for styles Is causing more
crimes and unbappiness in this country
than liquor. Nearly every woman in
the land is imbued with that one idea—
she must have style. It is wrecking
homes, breaking hearts and making a
certain group of men ricb. These men
are reaping great rewards from the foolishness of a certain group of men in tbis
country and in Europe, who are making
alleged styles so fast tbat it is impossible to keep up with them. Twenty years
ago, yes, ten years ago, styles changed
Now it is
two or three times in a year.
that many times a month.
Miss Russell ought to know, and probably does know. But what then? The
craze for new styles is not subject to
It is an obsession. When it
reason.
leads to poverty it is scotched but not
killed. Reason has nothing to do while
the frenzy is on, and the passion rages
more fiercely—according to their means
—among those who bave a superfluity.

residents.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that tie ha*
been duly appointe·! executor of the last will
ami testament of
DANIEL I'. PIKE late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an»l given
All persons having
as
the law directs.
bonds
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
EDWARD C. WALKER.
Dcc. lflth, 1911.

A. D. Park,

city

The Rage for Styles.
(Hartford Times.)
A recent effort by the Springfield Republican to persuade women to reject
certain fashions is said to have met "an
encouraging response." These are the
fashions which it describes as "changing
and too often silly vogues in millinery
and gowns, that are ordered in a purely
arbitrary way for money-making purposes." It is fortunate now in being
able to quote Miss Lillian Russell, who

The proof convincing.
It can be investigated by Soath Paris

We have marked down our entire line of
Ladies' Suits. The original prices on our Suits
were very low. Buying in such large quantities

NOTICE.

1 Black Robe.

bas
announced an important reduction in tbe
ANNUAL MEETING.
price of the Lewiston Evening Journal.
The subscription rate to mail subscribers is now four dollars a year to all
Mt. Mica Building Association
points outside of tbe carrier deliveries of
unthe
Where
Auburn.
and
Lewiston
Tbe annual meeting of the Mount
fortunate arrangement of the rural free
held
deliveries makes it impossible to receive Mica Building Association will be
M. in
the paper the day of publication the rate Thursday, January 4, 1011, at 2 P.
for the
has been reduced to three dollars a year. the Town Office, South Paris,
of
The reduced rates have resulted in choice of officers and the transaction
This
business.
other
circulation.
increased
legal
largely
ALTON C. WHEELER,
change does not mean any lessening of
Secretary.
tbe quality of the Journal but every 52 1
_______
effort will be made to increase tbe efficiency of its service, to maintain its
position as tbe leading daily newspaper
in Maine.
While making these changes the Daily
and tbe Lewiston Weekly Journal will
for Glasses
You go to the
maintain their well earned position as
and
all
double
will
disseminating
pay
you
leading newepapers,
The Lewiston
the news of Maine.
rervice.
no
better
Journal will continue to be the steady get
This I will prove to you if
advocate of all that will advance the interests of Maine, in business, social and
you will call at my office.
political lines. The Maine man makes
the
include
a sad mistake who does not
Lewiston Journal in bis next year's newsor not tbe
paper literature. Whether
reader likes the Lewiston Journal's
point of view, this newspaper may set
4)1#
bim thinking along new lines and feeling
along broader horizons.
The Lewiston Journal

strengthened the evidence.
lias proven the care permanent.
The testimony is home testimony—

MARK DOWN IN SUITS

JOHN A. ROBERTS,
Sec'y and Treas.
52-2
Norway, Dec. 20, 1911.

1 Set Two-horse Sleds.

Sleigh, practically

South Pari·

to

Time has

may be

Good

used—they

were

were

2 Second Hand

DOUBT

CITIZENS CANNOT

SOUTH PARIS
IT.

horse
carry
borne some of the neighbor· who had attended the funeral, Eugene Charlee fell
through an open trap door in the barn
machine into his shop near Pleasant floor and sustained
injuries from which
Street.
be died on Piiday.
W. W.
Twombly entertained his
frlenda in Odd Fellows' Hall Saturday
ENDS WINTER'S TROUBLES.
Refreshments in which an
evening.
To many, winter is a season of trouble.
was
stew
aerved.
The
first were
oyster
The frost-bitten toes and fingers, chap·
furnished
orchestra
young people's
ped hands and lips, chilblains, cold sores,
music and a general good time was en- red and
rough skins, prove tbis. But
joyed by all who wished their old friend such troubles fly before BuckleD's
William many years of ease and happi- ArnicaSalve. A trial convinces. Greatness.
Mr. Twombly has about made up est healer of Burns,
Boils, Piles, Cuts,
his mind not to go away from his NorSores, Bruises, Eczema and Sprains.
way home.
at
the
Chas.
H. Howard Co.'s
25c.
Only
Frank Gammon was before tbe munipharmacy.
cipal court this week where he pleaded
Doan's Regulets care constipation, tone the
guilty of intoxication and was given a
fine and costs amounting to 915, which stomach, stimulate the liver, promote digestion
and appetite and easy passages of the bowels.
he paid and was discharged.
Ask jour druggist for them. 25 cents a box.
While searching in and about tbe Starbird stable for stolen goods belonging to
Torturing eczema spreads Its burning area
Dr. C. M. Coolidge of Nortb Waterford everv day. Doan'e Ointment quickly stops lte
the first of the week, tbe officers not only spreading, Instantly relieves the Itching, cures
It permanently. At any drug store.
found tbe poods but stumbled into a
fine deposit of liquors. Tbe whole was
in tbe keeplug of one Angus Derocbe,
Born.
W. A. Nelson's keeper and care taker at
In I'arle, Dec. 15, to the wife of Leon L. Swalthe stable. Nearly all Dr. Coolidge's
Christmas presents and goods were re- low, a non.
In South Pari», Dec. 16, to the wife of Walter
turned to him. Derocbe was given $3 Plesala, a daughter.
the
with
and costs of $16 60 for
In Hastings. Nov. 30, to the wife of Jerry
larceny
a daughter.
thirty days in jail. For the liquor a fine Arsenault,
In Kast Sumner, Dec. 12, to the wife of Lewie
of -flOO and costs and 60 days in jail. He Chamberlain, a eon.
could not pay so received 60 days more,
InGllead, Νυν 29, to the wife of Herbert Ε
a daughter, Reta Evelyn.
making in all a five months1 term at the Wheeler,
In Dlckvale, Dec. 18, to the wife of A. L. Child,
South Paris boarding establishment.
a daughter.
bis
Charles Higgins has given up
rooms at S. B. McAllister's and is living
Married.
with hi.« daughter, Mrs. Walter Hutching.
Benj. Tucker of this town, who was
elected vice-president for Oxford County
In Bethel, Dec. 25, by Rev. F. E. Bartun, Mr.
at tbe Maine Live Stock Breeders' Asso- Paul C. Thurston and M 1m Elele M. Hall, both
of
Bethel.
is
of
one
ciation at the Orono meeting,
In Lovell, Dec. 20, by C. K. Chapman, Ksq.,
Norway's most successful farmers. He Mr. Frank Leo Wells and Mise Emily Odell
has some of the best and most valuable Cushman, both of Lovell.
In Norway, Dec. 20, by Rev. Merrill C. Ward,
stock and supplies many of the citizens
Mr. William l'hlneas CurtlH ami Mine Ruth Gertwith milk each day.
rude Kneeiand, both of Norway.
In Hebron, Dec. 16, by Rev. H.TIlden, Mr. M.
The Carter brothers, Edwin Connor,
and George Bunker bave returned from Kellx Lovely and Mine Mildred Deleware uf
Portland.
a
five days' hunting trip in the Dead
In Otlsfleld, Dec. 19, by Kev. Wm. Merton
River region. They had a good time Snow, Mr. Λ1 Oscar Twitched ami Miss Mildred
Helolse
Dunbar, both of Oxford.
but got no game.
Col. A. S. Hapgood, son and daughter,
Died.
of Waterford called ou their friends Wednesday just before they left for Durango,
the
winwill
pass
Colorado, where they
In South Purls, Dec. 23, Wallace Ryerson.aged
ter and possibly make their home here83 vears.
In Norway, Dec. 23, Mra. Susan Bonney,
after. Col. Uapgood's sister, Mrs. S. M.
widow of Hosea R. Bonney. aged 78 years
Cobb, lives in Durango.
In South Pari», Dec 16, Charles Henry Swun,
Philip McAllister is in the hospital at aged 53 years.
In West Parle, Dec. 18. Mrs. Κ Hie Roblneon,
Portland for an operation for hernia.
35 y«>are.
Basket ball game, Gould Academy of widow of James Robinson, awd
In Albany, Dec. 15, Herbert Man-ton.
Bethel ve Norway Regulars at the Opera
In Hastings, Dec. 13, Mre. Rode (Grlilin) TayHouse Monday
evening, the 25th. lor.
In Stow, Dec. 17, Mrs. Betsy Irish, aged 80
Music
by
Dance after tbe game.
Stearns' orchestra. At same place and yoar».
In Gorham, Maine, Dec. 17, Rev. D. S. I!lbdate Lumley Castle Band vs. Norway bard, formerly of East Sumner, aged 80 years.
In
Stow, Dec. 22, Eugene Charlee.
Crescents.
The librarian, Mrs. Hattie Harmon,
fell in front of Stone's Drug Store MonFOR SALE.
day and injured her wrist.
Maud Pike is at home from tbe Con
Rhode
Island Red pullets.
17
servatory of Music, Boston, for a two
HIRAM
BERRY,
weeks' vacation with her parents, Mr.
South
Paris, Me.
and Mrs. A. L. F. Pike.
52
Mrs. George Horr will pass the winter
with her people in Massachusetts.
Ruth Brown of Bates College is assisting at the Cottage Studio during tbe
Tbe little son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
H. Stevene, Beai Street, near depot is
sick with diphtheria. The child Is getting along very well.
Among those who attended the meeting of the State Grange at Lewiston
Towne and
were Mr. and Mrs. Frank P.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Abbott.
James Cook and wife of Ellsworth are
the guests of their daughter, Mrs. M. L.

THE BEST PROOF

Two Fatalities In Same Household.

CASTORIA For Infants and diQdran.

IIIUtfΥιιHiiiAjyijtBuilt

®ear®

**

MAINE.

Goodyear
Buy your rubbers

-

Glove Rubbers.

before your feet

-

get

wet.

You will find

GOODYEAR GLOVE RUBBERS

Look

Better, Fit Better and Wear Longer
than any other kind.

W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

(

THE LAND OF
PUZZLEDOM.

Pianos
AND

j

He will

say you bave a
good dinner if you serve \
a piece of flaky-cruited pi·
for dessert.
With William Tell Flour your
of delipastry will be a marvel
bread
cacy—your muffin3, rolls and
tender and wholesome.

New Pianos. Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books. Playerpianoe always in stock at prices
are

right.

Send for catalog.

light,

It is also an

WANTED.

Strictly

46tf

MAINE SANATORIUM,
Hebron, Maine.

THERE

ARE

MANY

(12)

William
Tell Flour

South Paris.

fresh eggs every week.
Write stating number that can be
furnished at prevailing cash price.

economy—William

Tell Flour goes farthest.
Order today.

W.J.Wheeler,
Billings' Block.

For Sale by N. Dayton Bolster Co,

INCIDENTAL

BENEFITS

IN HAVINQ A CHECKING ACCOUNT IN

This Strong National Bank
It enables
keep track of your money matters
in a systematic way. The entries in your bank book show
how much money you have received, and the stubs of your
check book and also the cancelled checks returned by the
Bank show how much you have paid out and where the
money went. In this way this Bank virtually keeps your
books for you and, we may add, few individuals ever succeed in keeping accurate account of their finances in any
other way.
The cancelled checks, returned by the Bank each
month, are legal receipts for your payments. If you pay
in cash you will often fail to get receipts but paying by
check automatically gives you an indisputable receipt for
to file for future
every payment and in a form very easy
reference. You also avoid asking for a receipt, which is
sometimes,
wrongfully, looked upon as evidence of
you to

though
personal suspicion.

In view of all these advantages
need of a bank account for yourself ?

THE

OF

can

you ignore the

NATIONAL

NORWAY

in
Since the new ayatem of cooking
No. 1577.—8uooom1vo Decapitation·.
into the
paper bag· ha· been Injeoted
There was an old man very
Who aald If ne bad but a
problem of housekeeping with
And somewhere to set It
and indifferent aervant·—and often with
(He was willing to bet It)
no each help at all—it ha· been proven
—Τ
He'd upeet the world! Did you
that it can do much in economizing food,
promoting digestion, and diminishing
No. 1578.—Charade.
kitchen fuel expense·.
life >■
as good as
Tbl· new element in domestic
My first Is to repair, or make
a panew;
not an ordinary paper bag. It is
of us;
My second Is a letter dear to each
in which food may be cooked so
bag
per
My third Is what you know all hypocrite· that pots and pan· are unnecessary; one
will do;
less is reoft be- that concentrates heat so that
My whole Is one of those who
one which consenres the weight,
seech of us.
to the
avor and nutritive qualities of food,
And should you give old clothes
and the nutritious and corrective proppoor soul
Add buttons, thread and needles to your erties of vegetables.
dole.
The development of the Soyer paper
to you my
Or else my whole can say
has beeu difficult, but now both
bag
whole
English and American manufacturers
them and it is said that domestio
Curtail- supply
and
No. 1579.— Beheading· and
bags are as good as the foreign ones
ments.
cheaper.
American-made bags come in packDoubly behead und curtail powerfula register and
that cost twenty-five cents. Every
a
leave
pavilion;
aud
ages
ly
a woman will want to know the number of
leave a string; to glitter and leave
and their
leave a dress- bags contained in a paokage
large boat; to shiver and
One orders bags literally by letsizes.
roared
leave
hasty;
ing; whipped and
ter.
Package A represents sixty bafts
and leave beneath; amended and leave that are Dine inches long by six and a half
shape: told again and leave fuel; quiet- inches in width; Β holds thirty of nine
ed and leave sick; injured and leave by fourteen size; C twenty that are
fifteen
search: one eleven by nineteen inches; D
two; asked and leave a
fifteen by
who tells and leave a haven; drawn of the largest dimensions,
colbest
and twenty inches; and X holds the
from and leave a treatise; outlay
of all for the experimenterlection
leave
and
leave an enclosure; confused
of assorted sizes.
a tool; thirty bags
perfect; moved slowly and leave
Of vital moment is the greasing of the
of
wire;
a
bit
leave
and
to touch upon
bag. It should be thoroughly greased
a deceiver and leave a station.
especially in the corners and folds,aseven
the
when fat bacon Is to be cooked,
to severe heat before
No. 1580.—A Talkative Pedler—A Word paper is subjected
Amateurs
the bacon has time to melt.
of Fourteen Letter·.
who have not been careful in this respect
7 2 10 11 13 4 12 was 9 C 7 2 1 12 2
aDd in modifying heat have lost their
the G 0 2 10 when I 14 8 12 10 11 a
and much of the contents by reason
bags
ina8G9
11
man on a it 4 3 U 1 309
of burned paper. This never happens
12 11 suit approaching.
when the bag is evenly greased, no mattie 0 1 9 » 1 11 from the 14 9 11 11 β ter how little butter, lard, or oil may be
that one may
10. and I saw he 3 6 9 14 8 10 11 a pack- used. Experience proves
He 7 8 1 2 10 11 rapidly and thoroughly prepare the bag
age 3 β 7 14 10 Β 4.
if butter, or its equivalent, bas first been
It and 11 12 14 8 β 9 4 10 11 two 1 2 3
warmed until soft.
he
which
14
4 5 0 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
The bag must always rest with the
wished to 14 1 6 6. He 14 9 12 11 be seam
upward, and the open end should
bad 14 9 12 0 1 11 the 11 10 1 8 14 1 9 be folded more than once and have the
for many 11 9 4 14. He bad been up corners tucked in the fold to prevent
the 2 12 6 1: In Κ 7 0 9 2 11. 14 8 9 12 2. leakage.
Still another important matter conHis Dome was in 8 9 14
12 2 11 12 9
If it
cerns the cleanliness of the oven.
13 11 1 2 9
is not clean the food will not brown well.
He had a 8 1 2 14 12 7 2. but 2 1 10
Soyer and medical experts insist that,
11 10 11 money to 14 8 1 2 11 for a for
hygienic reasons, bd apparently clean
Would the
in14 8 10 3 12 9 0 12 11.
oven should be dusted before food is
0 9 11 4 (il 2 11 her 9 12 11V He troduced and this brings home to houses 9 5 10 11 up and duwn with, bis 7 6 11 wives that oveos are the most neglected
to
5 C 9 4 8 12 M 10 fur a 14 7 6 9 3 10 as objects in a kitchen; cooks object
cleaning them just as they object to
he talked.
in which meat and biscuit
When I 11 1 5 G 12 2 1 11 to buy he cleaning pans
are baked.
They claim that the oiliness
for
bad
things
be
many
12
11
14 13
lett by these articles prevents the pans
He 3 Γ. Τ 14 10 11 bis 10 4 1
14 9 β 10
from rusting, and if any cleaning at all ia
7
9
8.
14
14 as he began to euumerate.
done it is by means of a greasy rag
14 13 2 11. 14 8 9 11 1 14. 14 3 9 G 10 14. brushed over the pan to remove dry
clean14 5 9 G β 7 S 14. 8 10 2 5 12 G 14. 8 7 G flakes. Knowledge of this lack of
attracts and holda
1 14. 5 G 9 14 8 14. 11 7 G G 14. 5 13 8 14. liness and that grease
disease microbes has moved physicians
3 13 2 11 G 10 14. 14 8 12 5 10 14. 11 12
to urge that meats and pastries be al9 G 14. 7 8 9 G 14. 8 12 G G 14. Just
ways cooked in paper bags.
here, seeing a G 7 7 8-hole of 1 14 δ 9
Every housewife must remember that
8 1. I 14 G 12 8 8 1 11 2 7 12 14 10 G 1 under no circumstances may the bag be
14 14 G 4 away.—Youth's Companion.
laid on a solid oven surface. "Not less
than an inch of space should intervene
All gas
between bag and oven floor.
No. 1581.—Turn About Puzzl·.
ovens have gratings and five or ten
or
cents will procure single-barred iron
crohs-barred wire grids, or broilers, for
other sorts of stoves. It is absolutely
circulate
should
essential that beat
under and around the bag both to prevent it from bursting and to cook the

uncertain

BANK

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Suired;

Teacher says that Λ und 1'. represent
two iiuiul>erK. which, when turned
about so us tu read Β A. will be two
u:ore than twice us much as tbev were
before. What are the two figures represented by the letters*
No. 1582.—Buried Word·.
1. Kind a soft cushion lu a garden

Implement.

2. Kind au uutomoblle In a light neck

essential to comfort. As you grow older, it is
hardly less essential to health.
Warmth

Is

Get a Perfection Smokeless Ofl
Heater, and you keep warm and comfortable in your home, no matter what the weather without
The Perfection give» a strong. widespread heat, and give· it
quickly. It is always ready for uae and burm nine hours oo a single
carried anywhere;
filling—no more trouble than a lamp, it can orbedirt.
no

flues ; no smoke, odor
pipes, no wires, no
that give· complete «andaction
The
TKu rear'ι Perfection u faulted in other blue enamrl

or plût tfee) ι oicbi
All parts
as can be made,
dwable
and
ornamental,
rtrong
yet
and
bimmiru» ; Bght
eauly deaoel Automatic-locking flame ipceader prevents imoka%
DcaiMMnarywW· : ctwnuiauf ΐ|«ΐί|ο<4ι

Standard Oil Company

STANDARD

Separator

care who invented the cream
waa first in the field.

sell. S &
No. 1572.—Numerical: Foreign.
No. 1573.-Con<ealed Word Square:
1. Nuts. 2. Unit. 3. Time. 4. Step.
No. 1674.—Pictured Word: 8. collar,

WITH

separator—or

THE

COMING OP

MIDDLE

There is a letting down in the physical
forces often shown In annoying and painful kidney and bladder ailments and

Practieatly Invisible Themselves, They
See, Hear and Breathe.
The crocodiles are thoroughly aquatic In tbelr habits, and their peculiar
conformation enables them to attack

and seize their prey unawares. Their
to
nostrils. which lead by a long canal
the back part of their throats, tbelr
and tbelr ears, are placed on the
eyes
wben In
upper part of the bead, so that
the wuter they can breathe, see and

hear, while they are themselves practically Invisible. When they dive their
uostrlls aud ears are closed by lids or
vulves, and their eyes are covered by
:i
transparent nictitating membrane.
arThey ure further furnished with an
rangement which prevents the water
fro in getting down their own throats
wLieu they are holding large animals
under the water to drown them.
The dentition of these reptiles is peculiar. The teeth are sharp and conical and ure hollow at the base, and

«if h tooth serves as the sheuth of anothpr. which will In time replace it
Ti:e tougue—for notwithstanding the
urn-lent belief the crocodile does possess a tongue—Is fleshy and Is attached
to the bottom of the mouth. And finally the lower Jaw Is hinged at the very
back of the skull, thus giving the animal Its extraordinary gape and also
fhe peculiar appearance which caused
the notion that it moved Its upper Jaw.

Bowing In 1780.'
1780 was quite a ceremony. Judging from the rules for doing it properly, given In the Atlantic:
"If you Imw to nny one passing by
do It iu this manner: Raise the right
/

Bowing In

hand to your hat gracefully.
"Put your forefinger as far as the
and your thumb under the
crown
lirlm. and then raise it from your beud
tind easily.
"Look at the person you bow to, and
hold your body gently forward.
"ïlold your left arm straight down
nt your side, neither drawing It for-

gracefully

ward or backward.
"Move the right leg, If the person
and keep
goes by on the right side,
the other firm.
"If the person goes by on the left
side move the left leg and keep the

right firm.

"Let your body be bowed moderately, not too much."

Experience 1* the extract of suffertnir -Arthur Hptpn.
NEIGHBOR'S

YOUR

EXPERIENCE

Take Foley
it.
Mrs. L. E. Davenport, β
Sebley's Court, Bangor, aays: "For the
last year or two I Buffered from kidney
trouble. I bad a dull pain across my
back and a pain in my stomach. A
neighbor advised taking Foley Kidney
Pills aud I did so. After a few days
there was α wonderful change in my
I frel
The paina left my back.
case.
lull of life Instead of tired and all played out. Foley Kidney Pills bave certainly done wondera for me and I gladly
recommend them to all who suffer as I
did.1' A. E. Sburtleff Co., South Paris;
S. E. Newell Λ Co., Paris.
How you may
Kidney Pill·.

profit by

"Dn you believe in capital punishment?'1 asked the lawyer who was examining the candidate for the jury.
"Well that depends."
"Depends on what?"
"On the defendant. If she ia that
good looking young woman who ails at
food evenly.
I don't."
Au oven thermometer will prove of your left,
she
great help to an amateur cook, as
food law" is deaignod bj
The
"pnre
can then readily regulate heat to the
the Government to protect the public
vi.ind in course of preparation, and a
from injurious ingredients in both foodi
thermometer is more neceesary for usa
and drugs. It is beneficial both to the
with a coal or wood than with a gas
public and to the conscientious manuto
not
range. It requires very little care
facturer. Ely's Cream Balm, a success
but
an
oven,
tcoruh the bag in too hot
ful remedy for cold in the bead, naea!
this care is necessary. If a gas range is
catarrh,
bay fever, etc., containing nc
minutes
uiied the oven ia heated eight
drugs, meeta fully the require
injurious
after
an
and
is
inserted
then,
before food
ments of the new law, and that fact ii
interval of five minutes, the burners are
prominently stated on every package
turned down lialf-way.
It contains none of the injurious drugi
With tish, which is odorless and juicy
which are required by the law to b<
cook ed in a bag, the oven should not be
mentioned on the label. Hence you cai
as hot and only one burner is required to
uae it safely.
cook it.
IDS le ail

ΟΙ

UBIUg lueuuuiuoicio uiunt
in their oven»
tenta
much heat it can stand with-

experimenters
to

wee

how

bag

scorching sutficieot

orack and
leak. This individual test «et» a standard of the maximum beat that should be
used in that particular oven.
Meats are seasoned and placed in a bag
with all the ingredients, including stuffing, water for gravy, and often with accompaniments of peae, carrots or potaThe time of cooking meat is detoes.
termined by its weight and that for vegetables iu the usual way. Asparagus is
delicious cooked in three or four tablespoonfuls of water for thirty-live to
forty five minutes, and seasoned and
buttered tomatoes are delectable baked
in twelve minutes.
Fish may be roost delicious if correctly cooked by this bag system. For
instance, take a diet of any whit· fiub
about one and a half pounds iu weight.
Wash the fish and dip it in dour, seasoned with peppef£md salt. Spread it
generously with half-melted butter, and
lay it carefully in the bag. The bag, of
inside
course, has been well buttered
witli melted butter. Turn in the top of
the bast carefully, a double turning, and
The
fasten it with wire paper-clips.
oven should have been well heated—a
of
gas oven needs eight or ten minutos
heating before the fish is put in. Give
it twenty minutes of cooking and you
will tiud it delicious.
A filet of beef one and a half inches
thick will take twenty minutes to cook.
Cut it in several pieces, butter tbem
well aud put In the hag with it the seasoning and a handful of mushrooms or
olives and two tablespoonfuls of brown
sauce or gravy made of stock or beef
out

to

Jack's Uncle (coming up on th<
piazza)—What do you suppose! Jack
has just rescued that young widow
Mrs. Wiles, from the surf.
His Aunt—There! I expected some
thing of the sort. Now we'll have tc

rescue

Jack.

The quicker a cold is gotten rid of th<
less the danger from pneumonia anc
other serious diseaRes. Mr. B. W. L
!
Hall, of Waverly, Va., says; "I flrml]
believe Chamberlain's Cough Remedy t( ,
be absolutely the best preparation 01
the market for colds. I have recom
mended it to my friends and they al I
agree with me." For sale by the Chus
H. Howard Co., South Paris.
Tourist—You must get some businesi ι
here advertising "All the Comforts ol
Home for One Dollar."
Rural Landlord—We did until tbe fel
low opposite opened up with "None ο
the Discomforts of Home for Two Dol
lars."
AN ALARM AT NIGHT
That strikes terror to tbe entire bouse
hold is the loud, hoarse, and metallii !
cough of croup. No mistaking it, anc
fortunate then the lucky parents wh<
keep Foley's Honey and Tar Compount I
H. W. Casselman, Canton
on hand.
Ν. Y., says: "It is 'worth its weight ii
gold. Our little children are troublée I
with croup and hoarseness, and all w<
give them Is Foley's Honey and Tai
Compound. I always have a bottle ο
it in the house." A. £. Shurtlsff Co.
South Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris

Tightwad—Is there anything mori
heartrending than to bave a wife wh<
extract.
won't do it?
With a tough chicken to cook, try it can cook but
Dyspeptic—Yes—to have one tha
In a bag. Stuff as usual, put five apoonand will do it.
fuis of butter or dripping on tb· breast, can't cook
and roast in the bag for about two hours.
"BEST ON EARTH."
Ik will be tender and sweet.
This is tbe verdict of R. J. Howell
Allow twelve minutes to cook tomatoes
>
or mushrooms, adding seasoning and a Tracy?- 0., who bonght Foley's Hone]
and Tar Compound for bis wife. "Hei
lump of butter.
Mrs. L. H. Wallace, a
prominent case was the worst I baye ever seen, an<
Englishwoman demonstrator of paper- looked like a sure case of consumption
al
bag cookery, says tbat paper-bag cook- Her lungs were sore and she ooughed
and ber voice wai 1
ery is still in its infancy and that in time most incessantly
Foley's Honey anc
some way will be found to cook maca- hoarse and weak.
roni and kindred pastes as successfully Tar Compound brought relief at onc<
ι
as squash, potato dishes, and all varie- and less than three bottles effected 1
ties
of meat are cooked.—Harper's complete cure." A. E. Sbnrtlefl Co.
South Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris
Bazar.
Hints.

"Awfully
meeting.

smart costumes at the

flylnf

"Were there? And whom did you sec

Λ DAINTY DUSTING OUTFIT.
Foley Kidney
Irregularities.
fly?"
Pills are a splendid regulating and
"Nobody. I wasn't going to take o£l
is a "song of the shirt." Not
Mine
strengthening medicine at snch a time. the
my bat to see a couple of aeroplanes!"
stitch,"
stitch,
"stitch,
Try them. A. E. Sburtleff Co., South but disheartening
the delightful cnt, cut, cut—at least
Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
"I bad been troubled with constipa-

urinary

skimming.

It was awarded the only Grand Prize at Seattle,
1909.
Don't buy any separator until you have
asked us about the United States.
Better ask TODAY.

Mrs.

Hoyle—How

much did her hus-

band leave her when he died?

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE

L. S. BILLINGS

paid, pad; plain. plan; moist,

AOE

—which is the most improved.
The United States Separator has demonstrated ita
absolute and complete superiority over all other sepaIt holds the World's Record for closest
rators.

£25

of All Kinds for

Mrs. Doyle—One more
than when he was alive.

a

week

a

cold

at first. All of us have bewailed the fact
that we cannot buy half such pretty materials as go into the making of our fathers and brothers' shirts. Now these
same shirts wear out first around the
neck and cuffs, as everybody knows, and
the shirt is thrown away while it is still
strong in body and beautiful in color.
My suggeftion is this: out of the baok
of the shirt cut an apron which may be
either gathered or gored, as suits your
individual taste, using one-half of the
front for strings, belt and pocket. The
other half of the front, when cat clrcu-

tion for two years and tried all of tbi
best physicians in Bristol, Tenn., and
they could do nothing for me," writei
Thos. E. Williams, Middleboro, Ky,
"Two paokages of Chamberlain'· Stomach and Liver Tablets cured me." Foi
sale by tbe Cbaa. H. Howard Co., South
Paris.

"Does death end all? aiked the solemn
boarder.
"Not

turkey,"

week or so in case of s
answered the cbeerfnl boardei,

for

a

BOY SCOUTS
OF AMERICA.
boy

The

scout movement la a
it Involve· tbe

businées enterprise,

expenditure

$60,000 yearly

of

for tbe

maintenance of tbe national headquarIt
ters of tbe Boy Scouts of America.
necessitates tbe printing of hundreds
and
of thousands of manuals, bulletins
the
Information concerning
other
movement. It requires a big business

staff, at the bead of which is α
trained in law. the science of philandate
thropic work and skilled in up to
It requires the
business methods.
attention of muny distinman

thoughtful
guished men

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

From
Hi· Liking For the Color Came
His Early Hoirieapun 8uits.

who

are

devoting the

probably

Daniel Carter Beard, favorite of tlio
boys and artist, is national scout coin
mlssloner, as also are William Verbeck. adjutant general of New York
of
state, and Colonel Peter S. Bornus
who
New York city. George D. Pratt,
is bead of the Pratt institute In Brooklyn. is treasurer of the organization.

Boy ScoOt Activities.
When one considers the thousands
scout
patrols and troops
of boy
not
throughout the country one does

think of the tremendous business system behind the varied and scattered
activities of those boys. Iu every city
and almost every small town throughout the country there are boy scouts.

They are belnj; trained physically,
barmentally and morally. They are
exing fun engaging in rival tlshing
contests, takand
swimming
peditions
aniing hikes In tbe woods, stalking
mals and birds with cameras, learning
to

paddle

to swim and to
doing thos»·

canoe,

a

They

out.

camp

are

things tirst because It Is fun. but they

have over them scoutmasters, win» see
that they do those things systematic-

Free!

A KING KINEO RANGE.

every

dyed

color was Indigo blue.
but
In the south butternut waa used;
dames knew all
Yankee
the
though
bark and
about the uses of butternut
color that
the subtle power for elate
and bark of
lay In the sumac berries
white maple and were not unacquaintroot and
ed with the various dyes that
be made to
flower, bark and leaf could
vitriol and
yield through the agency of
fast,
alum and copperas to "set" them
the universal standby in New England
excellence the
waa the blue pot, par
"dye pot." that stood in the chimney
corner of «•very kitchen In that region.
So Webster was fitted out in indigo
Before
blue from collar to ankle.

president
William
some reuson the color of his young
Dnlted States. Is honorary president for
remained his favorite wear
of the organization. Colonel Theodore manhood
lie wore blue coats to his
Roosevelt, former president of the through life.
if any one ever saw him
United Stales, Is honorary vice presi dying duy.
has
in one of η different color the fact
Men of all religions ure back
dent.
made of record.—Exchange.
Liv11.
been
not
Colin
lng tbe organization.
banker of Washington, is
ingstone,
chairman of tbe executive bourd. and
writErnest Thompson Seton, whose
scout.
ings appeal to tbe boys, is chief

Free!

Free!

Daniel Webster went to Dartmouth
of which
a homespun suit

college In

lives to philangreater part of their
It has absorbed tbe
thropic work.
busion one
reaching Hanover there came
sympathy of thousunds of able
wet a
ness and professional men throughout of those drenching rains that
tbe country who appreciate its great man to the skin. The suit held its own.
opportunities for the all around devel- but It parted with enough dye to tinge
citizens.
Daniel blue from bead to foot.
opment of boys Into excellent
of
Webster had a liberal stratum
Noted Men In the Scouts.
mental makeup, and
his
in
tbe
sentiment
of
H. Tuft

Recalling Tennyson,

Sububs—I say, Nexdore. those hens
breed,
of yours belong to the Maud
beard of
don't they? Nexdore—Never
that
the Maud breed. What gives you
Sububs—Because they are all
idea?
the time coming into my garden.—Phil-

$2 Down and $2 a Month
The person bringing the largest number of this ENTIRE
ADVERTISEMENT, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, Norway,
Thursday, April 10, 1912, at 3 p. m.,

will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at $60.00,
FREE. Ask your friends to begin saving this advertisement
41 U

for you.

Don't

adelphia Ledger.

Delay

Considerate.

when
"And what did the doctor any
not have
the operation showed you did

nppendiciris?"

"Oh. he offered to take 10 per cent

BUY YOUR

bill."—Llppiurott's.

off his

IF YOU ARE ILL

from any disorder of the STOMACH, LIVES or

C

jMfe

BEFORE YOUR FEET
GET WET

KIDNEYS, or if your bowels are inactive at
times, or you should suffer from headaches,
of your
get a 50 cent bottle of SEVEN BARKS
run down and don't feel
are
If
druggist. you
as young and chipper as you used to, give
SEVEN BARKS a fair trial ; it will purify your
blood, clear your system and braiu, and
make life worth living. It is absolutely
harmless, is highly palatable, and will not

You will find that Maidens Look well and Fit well. Don't take a pair of
will wear. Fortfood long
ill-fitting rubbers for unless they fit no rubbersthe
lasts to fit your
service buy Maidens every time. We have

BALDEN,

disturb the must delicate stomach.
For sale at druggists at 50 cents per
bottle. Don't fail to try it. Address
LYMAN BROWN, 68 Murray SL, New York, N.Y.

LRUBBER,
,C0.

Trade Mark
on every
Shoe.

s

Men's Revere.

'■} A. H. Berry Shoe Co., Portland, Me. ^
2

Weill Til! I

Mark- Down

">48φ Congress Street, Portbe at his Norway office, over C.

Home office,

land,

will

SALE

F. Hldlon's store, Main Street,

FRIDAY, JAN. 19,
and the third
month.

Friday

@ 1911, by American
BOT SCOOTS ON

A

Press Association.
MOUNTAIN IK A t L.

ally, that they do not overexert them
selves physically, but play in a man
their
Increases
physical
that
uer
strength, makes them alert in mind
and Oils them with the desire to be
honest,

upright

men.

Fir· Warning.
Bulletins bave been sent out to tlu
Boy Scouts of America by the ofUciuit
of that organization urging the scouts
to be careful in building tires in tbt
woods. These contain warnings frou
James Wilson, secretary of agrlcul
Forestei
States
and
United
ture,

Graves, who realize the tremeudou:
loss from forest fires. "A tire Is tievei
out." says Forester Graves, "until th«
last spark Is extinguished, for a lot
or snag will smolder unnoticed aftei
has been <·υιι
quered, only to break out afresh witl
The manual of tin
a rising wind."
Boy Scouts of America warns tbt
boys first that It Is criminal to leuvi
α burning fire in the woods and give!
special instructions as to how to pui
a fire out with either water or earth.
the

llame

apparently

following
Friday

At Rumford office 2nd

of each month.
fitted.

of each

All work

Eyes treated,
guaranteed.

In order to keep

PARIS,

MAKES
THEM

ME.

LAY OR.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of ι BUST
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.

GOLDEN EGGS

STATE OF MAINE.

Talk about your "Goose ard the 0
Ed: ·" Your hens and The I'arkA P< iiardDRVMASH combined beat tht-r.i a w hole bl· k.
Urn
Every one of your hrm will lay
Ew;s" if you feed them The Park & PolUrl
"

tuxes on lands situated In the town of I
Parle, In the County of Ox fori, for the year 1

Unpaid
1911.

further

notice at

i»ul lie

auction

Dry-Mash

|

and 5cratch Feed

side stepping »r ··-. u^i—they LAY or
BUST, ht.·! they don't butt. -K.
». ird team
l Ye
Get their Aln-ii...
the
M
alt alviut the w.rde-titl fi.ed t: it
"m<>:u*y back plan."
7ΕΚΓ)
GROWING
the
maturing
pu!!···
K« ed
and DRY-MAS!!
Ικ-trin to lay. give then» the DRY-MASH
N'o

■·

at

straight.

λ an·!
Don't delay, pet them star···»!
·■-·· .,·■■
will have rug* all winter. T:
Rood feeds and you have no tin»
the in
egg» are too hich.
■

as

—

Ellin wood, J. H.,
Greeley, B. M
Moody, J. P.,
Richardson,
Martina,

South)
mt

By those

Hathaway'a Shop,"
Maine.

Rerle,

as.
Stand awl land at
West Parle,

Woodland,

B|

HARRY ft. COLK.
Collector of Taxes of the

Dec.

Town of Paris.

8,1911.

Foley Kidney

TONIC IN ACTION

Pills

QUICK IN RESULTS

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the

Stove Wood and
Coal.
A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.

kill™· cough
CURB

TH1

lUNCe

Dr. King's
New Discovery
w,th

FOR C8ÛSÎ»

JSfc.

un ALL THROAT AHD LUHQ TWOUBLE».

ΒΑΤΙΒΕΑΟτόΐτ

QUABAJTTBID
OB. MOVBT REFUNDED.

RHEUMATISM,

TROUBLE

CONGESTION of tbl

annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon ta
BLADDER and all

MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
HAVK HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
8. A. Davis, 637 Washington St., Connersville,
Ind., is in his Uth year, lie writes us: "I hare
lately suffered much from my kidneys and bladder I had sever· backaches and my kidney action
was too frequent, causing me to lose much sleep
at night, and in my bladder there was constant
pain. I took Foley Kidney Pills for some time,
tad am now free of all trouble and again able to
and around. Foley Kidnoy Pills have my
heat recommendation."
South Parts.
A. E. 81IUBTLEFF * CO.,
Paris.
8. E. NEWELL A CO

Green gray birch cord wood.
B. Mi GREELY,
R. F. D. a, South Pari·* Me,

For Sale.
Excellent fruit and dairy larm,
South| located in South Hartford.
tons
west slope, cuts 40
hay, plenty
and large
pasture and woodland
yo*foot
amount of young growth.
Stock
barn,
ι mile to railroad.
I.
and farming tools if desire
L. A. RICHER,
Bucktield, Me.

if2tf

Houses for Sale.

South
Two new houaea od High Street,
the
E'aria.
One six rooms and batli,
land.
3ther six room·, witb four acre· of
Kaay
House so id with or without land.
terms if deaired.
M. L. NOYES, South Pari».
Wtf

A LOW PRICE

tup

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United Suuen for the
D strict of flalne. In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
LEON E. NOYES,
ot Norway, Bankrupt. J
In
To the creditors of I*on E. Noyes,
the Connty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 16th day of

}

Dec., A. D. 1911, the said Leon E. Noyes
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, ami that the flret
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
on the 8d day of Jan.. A. D. 191!, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor»
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and tranaacl
such other business as may properly cme before said meeting.
South Paris, Dec. 16,1911.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy

FOR SALE.

For Sale.

Norway, Mo

<'■

Part of Rlrd Land,
:
Maxim Land,
Two Lot», Oxford Park,
Noe. 48 and 52,

Cummings ά Sons,

C. B.

$li

KIDNEY and BLADDER

Edgings,

and

|J

18

Alley, Arthur W.,

; Η. Β. Eaton,

For- Solo by

"SX

I
ix

Colds May be Avoided.

Supply·

SOUTH

wlthnu;

At T. F.

Pumpijig Engine*

DRY-MASH

New Hall, South Parle, In eald town, on the tlrat
Monday In February, lui.*, at nine o'clock A. M..
!sc

pewas.

who are fortonate enougi
to always breathe pore air, and nevei
get ran down by overwork or exposure
Even these lucky people do not alwayt
escape the contagions colds which at
certain seasons prevail to such an exIt It
tent as to be almost epidemic.
wise to be prepared for troubles ol
this nature in our climate, and the
one all-important thing Is to have at
hand a safe, efficient and reliable remedy to ward off the trouble and dangex
of such an attack.
Por sixty years, "L. P." Atwood'i
medicine has been a household remedy
for emergencies of this kind. It starts
up the liver and bowels, prevents congestion, and restores the functions to
If yon have
their normal condition.
never nsed It, get & bottle from youi
dealer, or write for a free sample to
the "L. P." Medicine Co, Portland,
Ma.

THE PARK & POLLARD CO,

The following lint of taxée on real estate of non
reddest owners In the town of Parle. aforesaid,
for the year 1911, committed to me for collection
for eatd town on the ftth «lay of July, 1911, remain unpaid ; ami notice In hereby given that If
xaiil taxe*, with Interest ami charges are not pre
vlouely paid, «ο much of the real estate taxed ιι-IHufllctent to pay the amount due therefor,
Including Intercut anil charKee, will lie eold

in the hoy scout aetivi
ties, which. Pale toid them. Include»
such things as trailing, tracking ant
stalking wild animals and hears, a:

The Misguided Doll.
My rubber doll thinks he's a bey.
He think.* when he Is squeakin*
He'? Just like me und not u toy
And that he'a really speaking

Norway, Me.

S. RICHARDS.

men.

quickly

patrols. Among rhe ludian scouts ari
Frank Whlteblrd. Louis dc Foe am
Louie lu Prarle. The boys are Chip

Merritt Welch,

a|

western organizer, in the Indian vll
lage on the Fond du Lac reservatloi
near Cloquet. Minn. They were inter

Afte
their forefathers used lo do.
hearing Mr. Dale talk the.v decide*
they wnuted to organize patrols an<
BUtrgested "Stair." "Bear" and "Pan
ther" as the names of the dilTeren

THE RIGHT START

Begin the New Year right by bringBEAUTY TRUTHS
ing your eyes to me for examination and
correct fitting with glares.
Your eyes will serve you better all
PIMPLES, BALLOWNESS, IILOTCIIE8 AM)
through the coming year—you will find
DULL KYES CAUSED BY STOMACH.
it the right start for a larger and aiure I
successful life.
Reading and close work will become
Beauty is only skin deep, but that's
instead of a trial.
deep enough to satisfy most women, also pleasure

Chippewa Indiana Become Scouta.
Indians have become boy scouts. I
patrol of Indian boy scouts was or
ganlzed recently by L. S. Dale, north

ested

TIE UBS

(liasses

the skin in a clear,
clean, healthy condition, tbo stomach
muet supply the blood plenty of nutrition. As long as the stomach in ont of
order and the blood lacks proper nourishment, the skin will be affected.
If you want a perfect skin that you
will be proud of, take a week's treatment of MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets.
Get a fifty cent box today, and if you
are not satisfied after a week's treatment, you can have your money back.
For any stomach ailment MI-O-NA is
It gives almost instant reguaranteed.
lief and permanently cure·.
Large box 50 cents at Chas. H. Howard Co.'s and druggists everywhere. 52,2

j

For Sale by J. F. Plummer

OCULIST,

Plurribing

[>ains

WEBSTER'S BLUE COATS.

thread was carded,
hla mother's band
woven
by
and
span
own aheep. It
their
of
wool
big from the
In the wool ault and the
was a

lar, edged with lace, and shirred on an
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
elastic, will make the daintiest dusting"How's your wife?"
with Tonic in aotlon, quiok in results. Will
"She's having constant trouble with cap imaginable; while the sleeve·,
the stiff cuff cat off, shirred with an inch oure any case of kidney or bladder dis·
her head."
headiog on an elastic, will make perfect order not beyond tbe reacb of medicine.
"Can't the doctor help her?"
sleeve protector·.
No need to say more. A. B. Sbnrtlefl
uNo—nobody but the milliner."
You cannot imagine a cheaper, pret- Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell A Co.,
Without opiates or harmful drugs of tier, more practical dusting outfit.
Paris.
any kind Foley'a Honey'and Tar Comwhite
kid
clean
to
a
This
is
way
Do
good
pound atopa coughs and our·· colds.
Bridegroom (on tbe wedding trip)—
in gasoline; then
not accept any substitute. ▲. E. Sburt- glove·: Dip the elovea
How stopid! We ought to have got out
an old
Have
the
bands.
on
ready
at the Greenhouse, South Paris,
Λ
put
S.
E.
Newell
Co.,
leff Co., South Parla;
at the last station.
piece of Turkish toweling or some rough
etc. Paris.
a few
traveled
Porter—Yee,
air,
jon
material, and rob soiled spot· hard. Dip kisses too far.
in the
"How do you like your new minister's again and rnb all over; then hang
There
wife?" "Not very well. She's just as air to dry. The gloves will turn snowy
When your feet are wet and oold, and
white and will have a new appearanoe.
stylish as the rest of us."
your body chilled through and through
With the Beit of Plumbing Material. Alao
If a tablespoonful of aweet milk ia from exposure, take a big dose of ChamEvery family has need of a good, added to eaob yolk of egg when making berlain's Cough Remedy, bathe
feel
your
reliable Uniment. For sprains, bruises,
custards, the mixture will not onrdle in hot water before going to bed, and Install Gasoline
soreness of the muselee and rheumatic
when added to the boll log milk.
for Water
jon are almost certain to ward off ι
there is none bettor than ChamberFor sale by the Chae. H,
severe oold.
Few men know what la good lor them
aia'a. Sold by the Chaa. H. Howard
L.
M.
LONQL1V.
NOBWfY. MAIN·
Howard Co., Booth Pari·.
until aome wise woman ban told tham,
Co., flonth Pari·.
I

SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing,

the ONLY AGENT here lor Paroid Roofing-.
are other makes, but Paroid is the beet

evening

get a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It will
soon fix yon up all right and will ward
off any tendency toward pneumonia.
This remedy contains no opium or other
narcotic and may be given as confidently
Sold by the
to a bsby as to an alult.
Chas. H. Howard Co., Soatb Paris.
When yon have

Building Purposes.

OUR

L·

Numerical Puzzle: "Self

praise goee but little way." Words:
Pugilist, free, butter, opera, awry,

vain. Tan;
moat.

Yom want to know which is the beat separator today

am

Cur. age—cour-

No. 1576,-Enlcma: The letter A.
No. 167β
Eyes Out: Noise, noee;
plaint, plant; hoist, host: coin, con;

ia the

I

to

ship—scholars hip.

Separator Today

Lumber

Horner*' like to climb": 8. Which tree
would be a great favorite If you were
In it? ϋ What ι wo trees are useful
10. What tree ought
when It rulus?
11. Which tree Is
never to be void?

Christmas.
No. 1571.

The

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT,

No. 1583.—Tree Puzzle.
1. What tret· is Homesick'; 2. Which
is the dude tree? 3. What Is rhe school4. Which Is
master's favorite tret»-:
the fireplace tree? 5. What tree deβ. What is the twin
notes speechϊ
tree": 7. Which tree would "Little Jack

age
No. 1670.—Initial Punie: Creature,
heaven born, rose, lmmanuel. shepherds. Tim. merry, around. still-

South Paris.

separator

pointed Implement In part

No. 1Γ»<>9.—Charade:

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

which

a

on. not. n.

Send for Catalogue.

You do not

Kind

your body
4. Kind a child's game in a large
vehicle.
5. Kind a black fluid in carnation*.

Puzzledom.
W. pan. wagNo. 15C8.-Diamond:

MACHINES.

,

3

of

Key

SEWING

(J. S. Cream

covering

12. What tree
the bather's favorite':
is a ulrl's name and sometimes the collit. What tree Is
or of her eyes too?
14. Which tree la one of
au iusect?
the rainbow colors?

l Incorpora tedj

Best

COLUMN.

—

them.

that

U «oUclted.

—

lot of second hand organs that I will
Come in and
sell at any old price.
see

on topic· of latere·! to OnWto·
Ad dree» : Kitltor Ηο«ΜΑΙΙΒ»
Oxford Democrat, South Pwl·, Me.

Correspondence

Paper-Bag Cookery.

Organs
Second hand Pianos and Organs
Two square
for sale at a bargain.
piano» I will sell at low price. A

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

CROCODILES IN WATER.

Pair of black horses, weighing
3500. Price for the pair $200, or
will sell the horses separately.
A. N. CAIRNS,
South Paris.
49tf

—

ON

—

Wool Carpets
ο

clean
cloae out odd patterns and

jp stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Dinforth Sts.ft

NORWAY.

MAINE;

